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INTRODUCHON 

The \\Torkshop on ··open questions in molecular evolution·· was organized 

with the purpose to discuss a number of basic questions in molecular evolution 

which are still open ar.d debated. These questions concerned : Genome 

dynamics and mechanisms in molecular evolution, selection-induced 

mutations, isochores and the selectionist-neutralist controversy, mammalian 

phylogeny, protein evolution and the antiquity of introns and the evolution of 

viral sequences. 
The Workshop took place between April 18-23 at the Hotel Las Espuelas, near 

Liberia, in the province of Guanacaste, Costa Rica. The hotel is located in the 

proximity of two conservation areas, Tempisque and Guanacaste (Santa Rosa 

Park). This location proved to be ideal, because it allowed personal contacts and 

short visits to the conservation areas in the little time left free by a rather 

intense schedule. 
Three features worth mentioning of the Workshop were the fo~lowing (i) the 

participation of most scientists who are active in the areas dealt with in the 

Workshop; these included two Nobel Laureates : Werner Arber and Walter 

Gilbert; (ii) the participation of a number of young researchers from Costa Rica 

and Lltin America; (iii) a series of evening lectures on general subjects ranging 

from evolution history to natural history of Costa Rica. The? total number of 

participants was about 90. 



Sessions 

Monday afternoon (April 18) 

Genome dynamics and meclumi:mi.-. ill molecular cro/111io11 
Chairman W. Gilbert 

W. Arber (Uasel) 
.. Gene funclions involved in lhe biolol,!ical evolution of prukaryotes .. 

r. Miramontes (Montreal) SC 

"DNA SClJUen<..-c analysis shows dislinclive evolnlivc pathways lk:twcen 

eukaryOles and prokaryoles" 

G. DO\·er (Leicester) 

.. There's a lol more lo n'K.llccular evolution lhan selection •md drifl" 

E. Zuckcrkandl (Palo Allo) 

"Malccul&ar pouhw<1ys lo p•trallcl evolulion" 

S. Saccone (Uari) 
'The use of glutamine synlhetasc enzymes for tracing lhc tree of life" 

C. Lana,·e (UarO sc 

"Ghitaminc synthelasc gene cvolulion in b;telcri;1 

P. Leon (San JosC) 
"Genome evolution in the RNA world and lhc emergence of DNA" 

Chairman : Giorgio Hernardi 

Even in~ lcclurl' : R. Keynes ··Erasmus D<trwin 's Temple: ,~,-Nature: .. 

Tuesday (April 19) 

Genome dynamics aml mcclumi:mis in molecular evolution (cont.) 

Chairman 

R . .J. Britten 

G. Dol'er 

(Corona dcl Mar) 

"Evoh11ic·1<1ry selcclion againsl ch;mge in many alu rcpc;1t sequences i111crspcrscd 

through primate genomes" 

"The import;111cc of the Gypsyffy3 retrotransposons" (&>osier) 

N. Okada (Yokohama) 

"On 1hc possihilicy of horizon1;1l 1ransmission of SlNEs .. 

N . .Junakovic (l~onrn) sc 
"Pc1lymorphisms in the gcnomi<.: dis1rih11tion of 1ransposahlc clements 

in inhrcd Drosophila lines" 

P. Snic~owski (East Lm1sin~) sc 
"Containment of rc1ro1ransposnn copy numhcr in Drosophila : ;1 test of ;1 l.'.11nc1ii model" 

sc : short communil-:1t ion 
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Tuesday (A1>ril 19) 

Sclcc1io11-imluccd m111atio11s 

Chairman : W. Arbcr 

J. Cairns (Oxford) 

(cont.) 

"llte origins of the contmvcrsy about adaptive mu talion·· 

P. Snicgowsk! (East Lansing) 

"Adjustment of mutation r..11es: pmxim:uc or ultimate caus;1tion'!'" 

B. Hall (Rochester) 

"Selection-induced mutations" 

lsoclwrcs and the sclcctio11i.'it-1Zeutralis1 cmurm·cr.'i)' 
Chairman : E. Trifonov 

Giorgio Bernardi (Paris) 

"Isochores and the evolution of the vertebrate geno1ne" 

S. Karlin (Stanford) 

"Pa:~hiness of DNA and implications for ~-c.1uencc modding" 

J. Fickett (Los Alamos) 

G. Macay.i 

J.L. Oliver 

( S;rn Jose) 

(Granada) 

"A model to gcner..lle nucleotide sequences with long-r..ingc correfa1ions" 

Chairman : J. Gillespie 

T. lkcmura (Mishima} 

°Complc1c fonn of PAB (XY pscudoau1osom;1l bound;iry-like sel1uem:c exis1s 

nc:ir boundary of long-range G+C% mos:1ic dom:1ins in 1he human Ml-IC locus" 

II. Musto ( Montc\·idco) sc 

"Composi1ional rauems of ni.1ck;ir encoded genes of T rypw111.wmw /Jrucei 

and T. c:mzi" 

W.-11. Li (Houston) 

0 Molccul:ir evolution of Y- :ind X-linkcd genes" 

K. Wolfe (Duhl in) 

"Molecular evolution of imprin1cd genes" 

A.L. llu~hcs (Penn Sa;atc) 

"The cvoh11ion of function;dly novel proteins ;after gene duplica1i,111" 

Giacomo Ucrnardi (P;iciric c;ro\'<') 

"Molecular adapta1i1111~. to a changin!! environment in the killifish 

Fwuiulus lwrcrodiws" 

Clrnirman : n. lhill 

E\'enin~ kctun· : W. Provine 

"Neutral theories of mokrnlar evol111ion in historic;il pcrspcclivc"' 
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Wednesday (April 20) 

Jsochorcs and the sclccti011ist-11cutralisc controversy (cont.) 

Chairman : T. lkemura 

N. Sueoka (Boulder) 

"Directional mutation pressure and dynamics of molecular evolution : 

parity rules of DNA base composition at equilibrium and strand biases .. 

"Funher suppon of difference in directional mutation pressure as a major underlying 

cause of isochore formation in multicellular eukaryotes" 

G. Holmquist (Duarte) 
.. Patterns of damage. repair. and mutation along the mamhlalian genome .. 

W.-H. Li (Houston) sc 

.. A mutation model for the origin of GC-rich isochores in vcnebrate genomes .. 

A. Marin (Sevilla) (poster) 

"Differences in DNA repair. G+C content and expression le\'el among£. :-oli genes" 

A. Eyre-Walker (Piscataway) 

'The evolution of synonymous codon bias in enteric bacteria" 

Chairman : T. Ohta 

W. Fitch (UCLA' 

.. The molecular clock may be better than you think .. 

J. Gillespie (Dal'is) 

.. Substitution processes in molecular evolution .. 

T. Ohta (Mishima) 

.. Synonymous and non:;ynonymous substitutions in mammalian genes and 

the nearly neutral theory .. 

C. Gautier (Lyon) 

"Genomic regional stmctures and subs1i1u1ion rnte in vcncbr.ncs" 

Giorgio Bernardi (Paris) 
"Natural selection and rJndom drift in synonymous positions of mammalian genes" 

T. Steen (Ithaca) (poster) 

"Whrre do we place the nc;1rly neutral theory? : the developmc11t of the nearly 

neutral thi:ory and its position in the controversy" 

Chairman : M. Goodman 

Evening lecture : It. Lewin 
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Thursday (April 21) 

Mammalian Phylogeny 
Chairman : W.-11. Li 

M. Goodman (Detroit) 

.. DNA sequence evidence on prim.ite phylogeny" 

U. Arnason (Lund) 
"A molecular view of pinnipcd relationships with particular emphasis on the true seals" 

J. Bcintema (Groningcn) (poster) 

"Evolution of arthrop00 hemocyanin and insect storage proteins (Hexamerins)" 

H.J. Brcukclman (Groningen) (poster) 

"Comparing nucleic acid sequences of different ruminant se<--retory ribonudease genes" 

W.W. de Jong (Nijmcgen) 

.. Molecular evolution of the vcrtebr.lle eye lens" 

D. Graur 
"A protocol for higher-level phylogenetic reconstructions with an example 

concerning the ordinal phylogeny of eutherians" 

Chairman : W. Fitch 

D. Hcwett-Emmclt (Houston) 

.. Conservation and convergence in the evolution of the c;trbonic anhydrase gene families" 

R. Honeycult (Washington) 
"Mammalian mitochondrial DNA evolution : a comp;trison of rodents and artiodactyls" 

J.C. Mounolou (Gif-sur-Y,·etlc) 
.. Changes in genetic diversity of curopean rabbit populations during historical times" 

G. Pcsolc (Hari) 

'The use of a metazoan mt datab;ise (MmtDB) for studying the evolution 

of the 0-loop region in humans" 

J. Pettigrew (Hrishane) 

"Flying DNA" 

K.D. Tartof (Philadelphia) 

.. The evolution of mamm;1ls ;1s inferred from syntcnic genetic maps" 

Chairman : M . .J. Wesl-Ehcrhard 

Evening lecture : I(. Gamez 
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Friday (April 22) 

Protein evolution - Antiqui: y <{ introns 
Chairman : E. Zuckerkandl 

E. Trifonov (Rehovot) 

.. Protein sequences as fos.~il record of early gene fusion" 

S. Ohno (Duarte) 

"Active sites of ligands and their receptors are made of common peptides 

that are also found elsewhere" 

T. Gojobori (Mishima) 
0 Domain evolution with spccicl reference to kringle structures .. 

R. Cerff (Braunschwcig) 

~chimeric nature of nuclear gcnornes and the antiquity of introns as 

demonstrated by the GADPH gene system" 

J.M. Logsdon Jr. (Bloomington) 
~recent origin and punctuated evolution of nuclear spliccosomal introns" 

M. Go (Nagoya) 

.. Origin of introns : were the original blocks of proteins encoded by exons "?" 

W. Gilbert (Cambridge, Ma.) 

"The antiquity of introns" 

Evolution of viral sequences 
Chairman : T. Gojobori 

W. Fitch (UCLA) 

"Evolutionary rates in Influenza and VSV are ecologically controlled" 

S. Karlin (Stanford) 
0 New methods in molecular evolutionary comparisons" 

M. Roossinck (Ardmore) 
"Helper virus-specific mutation and selection in the evolution of cucumber 

mosaic cucumovirus satellite RN As" 

P. Sharp (Notlingham) 

"Mosaic evolutionary histories of' AIDS' viruses .. 

Chairman : G. Macaya 

Evening lecture : II. llocnigshcrg 

Saturd~y (April 23) 

Excursion 
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Dr. W.Arber 
Abteilung Mikrobiologie 
Biozentrum der Universitat 
Klingelbergstrasse 70 
4056 Basel (Switzerland) 
Tel. 41- 61 267 21 30 - Fax 41- 61 267 2118 

Dr. U. Amason 
Department of Genetics 
Division of Evolutionary Molecular Systematics 
University of Lund 
Solvegatan 29 
223 62 Lund (Sweden) 
Tel. 46- 46 109259 - Fax 46- 46 147874 

Dr. Giacomo Bernardi 
Hopkins Marine Station - Stanford University 
Depanment of Biological Sciences 
Pacific Grove. CA. 93950-3094 (U.S.A.) 
Tel. 408 655 6210 - Fax 408 375 0793 - E-mail .. Bernardi@leland.Stanford.EDU'" 

Dr. Giorgio Bernardi 
Laboratoire de Genetique Moleculaire 
lnstitut Jacques Monoo 
2. Place J ussieu 
75005 Paris (France) 
Tel. 43 29 58 24 - Fax 44 27 79 77 - E-mail"Bemardi@Citi2.Fr" 

Dr. J. Beintema 
University of Groningcn 
Depanment of Chemistry 
Nijenborgh 4 
9747 AG Groningcn (The Netherlands) 
Tel. 31-50 634209 - Fax ~I · 50 6~4165 



Dr. HJ. Breukdman 
Universitv of Gronin!!en 
IXpanment of Chemistry 
Nijenborgh 4 
9747 AG Giuningen (The Netherlands) 
Tel. 31-50 634209 - Fax 31-50634165 

Dr. RJ. Britten 
California Institute of Technolo!!v 
Kerckhoff Marine Laboratory ~-
101 Dahlia Street 
Corona del Mar. CA. 92625 (U.S.A.) 
Tel. 714 675 2159- Fax 714 675 1837 - E-mail''rbritten@darby.bio.uci.edu" 

Dr. S. Caccio 
Laboratoire de Genetique Moleculaire 
lnstitut Jacques Monod 
2. Place Jussieu 
75005 Pari.:. (Frnnce) 
Tel. 44 27 51 12 - Fax 44 27 79 77 - E-mail"Bemardi@Citi:>.Fr" 

Dr. J. Cairns 
Clinical Trial Service Unit & 
ICRF Cancer Studies Unit 
Radcliffe lnfim1ary 
Oxford OX2 6HE (England) 
Tel. 44-865 57241 - Fax 44- 865 58817 

Dr. R. Cerff 
Institut flir Generik - Biozentrum 
Technische Universitat Braunschwei!! 
Spielmannstrasse 7 ~ 
38106 Braunschweig (Germany) 
Tel. 531 391 5771 - Fax 531 391 5765 - E-mail'"rcerff@dbstul.rz.tu.bs.de" 

Dr. W. De Jong 
Department of Biochemistry 
University of Nijmegen 
P.O. Box 9101 
6500 HB Nijmegen (The Netherlands) 
Tel. 31- 80 616 848 - Fax 31- 80 540 525 - E-mail"u629(X).at.hnykun 11" 

Dr. S.J. de Souza 
Ludwig Institute for Cancer Rescan.:h 
Rue Antonio Prudente 109-4 Andar 
01509-010 Sao Paulo, SP (Brasil) 
Fax 55-11 270 700 I 

Dr. G. D'Onofrio 
Stazione Zoologica 
Villa Comunale I 
80121 Naples (Italy) 
Fax 39-81 764 1 )55 
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Dr. G. Dover 
Depanment of Genetics 
U:tiversity of Leicester 
Leicest!.!r LEI 7Rll (U.K.) 
Fax. 44-71 261 6162 

Dr. L Duret 
Labor.uoire de Biomeuie 
Genetique et Biologie C:es Populations 
U.R.A. 243 - Universite Claude Bernard 
69600 Villeurbanne (Fm.nee) 
Tel. 72 44 81 42 - Fax 78 89 27 19 

Dr. A. Eyre-Walker 
Departmenl of Biological Sciences 
Rutgers University 
Piscataway, NJ 08855-1059 (U.S.A.) 
Tel. 908 932 0623 - Fax 908 932 5870 

Dr. J. W. Fickett 
Theoretical Biology & Biophysics 
Group T-10, Mail Stop K710 
Los Alamos National Lat-oratory 
Los Alamos, New Mexico 87545 (U.S.A.) 

Dr. W. Fitch 
Department of Ecology & Evolutionary Biology 
716 Engineering Building 
University of California - Irvine 
Irvine, CA. 92717 (U.S.A.) 
Fax 714 725 2181 

Dr. C. Gautier 
Labor.uoire de Biometric 
Genetique et Biologie des Populations 
U.R.A. 243 - Universite Claude B~mard 
69600 Villeurbanne (France) 
Tel. 72 44 81 42- Fax 78 89 27 19 - E-mail"cgautier@biomserv.univ.lyonl.fr" 

Dr. W. Gilbert 
The Biological Laboratories 
Department of Cellular & Developmental Biology 
Harvard University - 16 Divinity Avenue 
Cambridge, MA. 02138 (U.S.A.) 
Tel. 617 495 0760- Fax 617 496 4313- E-mail"gilbert@chromo.harvard.edu" 

Dr. J. Gillespie 
Section of Evolution and Ecology 
University of California 
Davis, CA. 95616 (U.S.A.) 
Tel. 916 752 6018 - Fax 916 75,., 1449- E-mail .. jhgillcspic(fvucdavis.c.:du" 
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TUJc: Gene functions involved in the biological evolution of prokaryotes 

Authon: ~J. Arber 

lnstitutlon(s): Dept. of Microbiology. Biozentrum, University of Basel, 
Klinge1bergstr. 70, CH~4CS6 Basel 

AIJ5tracl: 

In the context of a general overview on molecular mechanisms of microbial 
evolution we will discuss several genetic systems known to either promote or 
restrain the generation of genetic variations. Particular attention will be given 
to functions involved in DNA rearrangements and DNA acquisition. 

Sporadic actions of a variety of such systems affecting genetic stability result 
in an equilibrium of genetic plasticity tolerable to the wealth of microbial 
populations and allowing for an evolutionary progress needed for a steady 
adaptation under changing selective forces. Although these evolutionarily 
relevant biological functions are encoded on the genome of each individual, 
their actions are exer\:'!d to some degree randomly in rare individuals only 
and therefore become relevant at the population level. 



Titlc: A molecular view of pinnipcd relationships with panicular emphasis on the true seals 

Authors; lnfur Amason, Anette Gullbcrg. lina Lcdjc. Sui.enc Mouchaly 

lmlitutlon(s): Division of Evolutionary Molecular Systematics. University cf Lund. 
Siilvcgatan 29. S-223 62 Lund, Sweden 

Abstract: 

Pinnipcd evolution poses several questions that have not been solved conclusively by ckassical 
approaches. The problems include whether the pinnipeds are mono- or d.iphylel'ic, the 

identification of their sister group(s) among terrestrial carnivores, and the reiatior.ship between 

the three extant families. In the present study we examine molecular affinities a:nong tt.c 
pionipeds in relation to some chromosomal and ~geograp~ical data. Analysis af 18 cor-lple~ 
sequences of the mitochondrial cytochrome b gene of Phocidae (&.rue seals), Odo~niC.ac 
(walruses}, and Otariidac (sea lfons and fur seals), identified the pinnipeds :is m~nophyletic 

with Odobenidae and Otariidae on a conunon evolutionary branch. The analysis separated the 
evolutionary lineages of northern and southern phocids. Both lineages are distinct from the 

most ancestral phocid genu.s. Mooachus (monk seals), represented by the Hawaiian monk seal. 
The inclusion of the Hawaiian monk seal in the subfamily Monachinae makes the subfamily 

paraphyletic. Among the northern p~o.cids, the hooded seal (genus Cystophora. chromosome 
number 2n=34) is outgroup to the fbQg complex (2n=32). The comparison doe..; not support a 
generic distinction of HaJichoerns within the frulg complex. The present data suggest that 
~vstqphora and~ separated about 6.5 million years ago. Among the southern phocids the 
close molecular relationship of the Weddell and leopard seals relative to their morphological 
disti:iction exemplifies rapid adaptation to different ecological niches. Th.is resale ~tan<ls in 
contrast to the limited morphological differentation relative to the pronounced molecular 
distinctions that may occur within the ~ complex . 

.. , 



Tille: 

Autbon: 

loslitutlon(.s): 

Abstract: 

MOLECULAR EVOLUTION OF RUMINANT, RODENT AND OTHER 
MAMMALIAN RIBONUCLEASES 
Jaap J. Beintema •, Adriana Furia•, Heleen J. Breukelman*, Elena Confalone•, 
Maria Paola Sasso• and Nonie van der Munnik* 

·0epartment of Biochemistry, University of Groningen, Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG 
Groningen, The Nethertands, •Oipart i mento di Chimica Organica e Biologica, 
Universita di Napoli, Via Mezzocannone 16, 80134 Napoli, Italy 

Pancreatic ribonuclease is one of the most intensively investigated digestive enzymes in 
mammals. However, it differs from other digestive enzymes in having highly different levels of 
expression in different species and in being found in other tissues and body fluids as well, 
indicating that the enzyme has other physiological functions besides its role in digestion. High 
levels of pancreatic ribonuclease occur in ruminants, in species with ruminant-like digestion 
and in several mammals with cecal digestion. These ele"ated levels are a response to the 
necessity of digesting large amounts of ribonucleic _acid derived from the symbiotic microflora 
of the stomach or cecum of these herbivorous manvnals. 
A most parsimonious tree of primary structures of more than 40 ribonucleases. representing 
seven mam~lian orders, is in reasonable agreement with current phylogenetic opinion about 
these taxa. More taxa from other orders wiU be added to the tree to contribute to the so:ution of 
open questions in mammalian phylogeny. Recently it has been proposed that the rodents are not 
monophyletic, but consist of two or more separate taxa, which branched off independently at 
different times from the mammalian stem (Graur and Li). Ribonuclease studies show strong 
evidence for the monophyly of six myomorph and for that of seven hystricognath rodent 
species, but not for that of the two taxa together. Sequence data from more rodent taxa are 
needed to resolve this question. 
Three homologous bovine secretory ribonucleases have been isolated and sequenced. These are 
the enzymes from the pancreas, brain and seminal vesicles. Analysis of the sequences to derive 
the most parsimonious tree indicates that these ribonucleases are the products of two gene 
duplications that occurred in the ancestor of ruminants after divergence from the other 
artiodactyls. This conclusion has been confirmed by southern blot analysis of DNA of ruminants 
and other artiodactyls. Sequence studies of ribonuclease genes have already shown the presence 
of brain-type ribonucleases in the genome of giraffe, deer and tragulus (mouse deer) and of 
seminal vesicle-type ribonucleases in that of giraffe, deer and sheep. However, deletions in the 
coding regions and substitution of active-site res.dues indicate that the in these ruminants the 
seminal vesicle-type sequence represents a pseudo gene (see also accompanying contribution 
by Breukelman_ et al.). 



Tille; 

Authon: 

lnslituUon(.s): 

Abstract: 

EVOLUTION OF ARTHROPOD HEMOCYANIN AND INSECT STORAGE 
PROTEINS (HEXAMERINS). 
Jaap J. Beintema *, Wytze T. Stam t.Bart Hazes• and Marten P. Smidt 

Departments of *Biochemistry, tMarine Biok>gy, and •Biophysical Chemistry, 
University of Groningen. Nijenborgh 4, 9747 AG Groningen, The Netherlands 

Crustacean ar.d cheliceratan hemocyanins (oxygen tra~sport proteins) and insect ~aexamerins 
(storage !)fote111S) are homologous gene products, although the latter do not bind oxygen and do 
not possess the copper-binding histidines present in the hemocyanins. An alignment of 19 
amino acid sequences of hemocyanin subunits and insect hexamerins was made, based on the 
conservation of elements of secondary structure observed in X-ray structures of two 
hemocyanin subunits. The alignment was analyzed using parsimony and neighbor-joining 
methods. Results provide strong indications for grouping together the sequences of the two 
crustacean hemocyanin subunits, the five cheliceratan hemocyanin subunits and the twelve 
insect hexamerins. Within the insect clade, four methionine-rich proteins, four arylphorins 
and two juvenile-hormone-suppressible proteins from lepidoptera, and two dipteran proteins 
form four separate groups. In the absence of an outgroup sequence, it is not possible to present 
information about the ancestral state from which these proteins are derived. Although this 
family of proteins clearly consists of homologous gene products, there remain striking 
differences in gene organisation and site of biosynthesis of the proteins within the cell. Because 
studies on 185 and 1 ZS rRNA sequences indicate a rather close relatiOnship between insects and 
crustaceans, we ~ropose that hemocyanin is t~.e ancestral arthropod protein, and that insect 
hexamerins lost their copper-binding capability after divergence of \:1e insects trom the 
crustaceans. 
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Abstract: 

Populations of FldUlulus heteroclitus are distribufi?d 1:1C3flY ?>ntinuously from Canada to 

Florida. Th~ contact r.one between the northern and the southern populations is typified 
by morphological. behavioral, physiological~ mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA), and nuclear 
gene clines . The IDH-B locus, which encodes for the hearHype lactate dehydrogenase. 
varie.4l clinally along a latitudinal gradient. Populations. at the latitudinal extremes are 
virtually fixed for two different codominant allozymes (LOH-Ba in southern population.Ci, 

1 LDH-Bb in nonhem populations). These LDH-B allozymes are kinetically different for 
several characteristics such as substrate affinities, reaction rates, heat stabilities, and 
inhibition constants . FISh with the northern allozyme swim faster than their southern 
c<>unterparts at IOOC. and the metabolic rati!S of developing embryos are also diffuent for 
the two forms. Taken together, these data strongly suggest that this locus is affected by 

environmen\al temperature in an adaptationally important manner. 

'···. 
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Abstract: 

COMPARING NUCLEIC ACID SEQUENCES OF DIFFERENT RUMINANT 
SECRETORY RIBONUCLEASE GENES 
Heleen J. Breukelman*, Nonie A.D.H. van der Munnik*. Adriana Furia+, Elena 

Confalone+, Maria Paola Sasso+ and Jaap J. Beintema* 

•oepartment of Biochemistry, University of Groningen, Nijen_borgh ~· 9~47 AG 
Groningen. The Netherlands, +Dipartimento di Chimica O~amca e Biolog1ca, 
Universit~ di Napoli, Via Mezzocannone 16, 80134 Napoh, Italy 

Parsimony analyses of mammalian ribonuclease sequences indicate 
that the presence of homologous enzymes in bovine pancreas, 
seminal vesicles and brain may be due to gene duplication events, 
which occurred after branching of the ancestors of ruminant 
species from other artiodactyls. This finding has been confirmed 
by Southern blot analyses of genomic DNA of several mammalian 
species. By PCR amplification of the coding region for 84 amino 
acid residues, three different RNase-genes were found in the 
genome of giraffe. One of the sequences differs at only 4 
positions (5 t) from the bovine brain sequence. Two of these 
differences introduce additional Asn-X-Ser/Thr sequences, which 
indicates that the giraffe brain RNase may have much more 
carbohydrate than the bovine enzyme. A second one differs at 7 
positions ( 8 % ) from the bovine pancreas sequence and at one 
position from the previously determined protein sequence. The 
third sequence differs at 19 positions (23 I) from the bovine 
seminal sequence. The bovine intersubunit Cys-Cys sequence is 
replaced by a Phe-Cys sequence. Additional sequence information 
indicates that this latter sequence is a pseudogene. Recent 
studies of RNase-genes in hogdeer resulted in two different 
sequences, which show the highest identity to the brain and 
seminal ribonuclease-genes of bovine and giraffe. There is strong 
evidence that this seminal ribonuclease-gene is also a 
pseudogene. The chevrotain (Tragulus) belongs to the earliest 
diverged taxon of the ruminants, and study of its ribonuclease 
gene( s) may yield information about the origin of duplicated 
ribonuclease genes in ruminants. The first RNase-gene sequenced 
in chevrotain is most similar to those of bovine, giraffe and 
hogdeer brain ribonucleases. It differs at 20-30 t of the 
positions from the brain sequences of the three other ruminants. 



11Uc: Evolutionary Selection Against Change in Many Alu Repeat 
Sequences Interspersed Through Primate Genomes 

Autbon: Roy J. Britten 

lnslilutlon(s}: California Institute of Technology 

Abstract: 

Mutations have been examined in the 1500 interspersed Alu repeats 
of human DNA that have been sequenced and are nearly full length. 
There is a set of particular changes at certain positions that 
rarely occur (termed suppressed changes) compared to the average 
of identical changes of identical nucleotides in the rest of the 
sequence. The suppressed changes occur in positions that are 
clustered together in what appear to be sites for protein 
binding. There is a good correlation of the suppression in 
different pcsitions and therefore the joint probability of 
absence of mutation at many pairs of such positions is 
significantly higher than that expected at random. The 
suppression of mutation appears to result from selection that is 
not due to requirements for Alu sequence replication. The 
implication is that hundreds of thousands of Alu sequences have 
sequence-dependent functions in the genome that are selectively 
important for primates. In other words, many of them are not 
purely parasitic DNA sequence elements although their functions 
cannot yet be identified. In a few known cases Alu inserts have 
been adapted to function in the regulation of gene transcription. 

; ,. 



1ldc: The Importance of the Gypsy/Ty3 Retrotransposons 

Authors: Roy J. Britten 

lnsfitullon(:s): California Institute of Technology 

Abstract: 

Retrotransposons of the Gypsy/Ty3 class have been identified in 
herring and tunicate DNA as well as echinoderms. The matrix 
shows the percent AA divergence of the translations of a 525 nt 
segment of the pol gene coding region. 
Spr2 Strongylocentrotus purpuratus, sea urchin 
39 Por2 Pisaster ochraceous, starfish 
46 45 Cprl Clupea pallasi, herring 
Si 52 41 Cirl Ciona intestinalis, tunicate 
52 49 49 55 Porl P ocbraceous, starfish 
55 60 60 62 62 Spr3 S purpuratus, sea urchin 
55 61 60 63 61 24 Tgrl* Tripneustes gratilla, sea urchin 
56 61 60 63 58 26 27 Lvrl* Lytechinus variegatus, sea urchin 
57 62 60 64 62 27 10 29 Sprl* S purpuratus, sea urchin 
58 61 62 65 61 15 27 30 31 Spr4 S purpuratus, sea urchin 
72 72 74 75 72 73 72 72 73 72 Por3 P ochraceous, starfish 
The underlines separate groups of Gypsy/Ty3 retrotransposons, 
recognized on the basis of the divergence of this amino acid 
seque~ce. The upper group shows surprising similarity between 
elements from sea urchin, starfish, herring and a tunicate. 
Asterisks mark previously known elements. Support for the 
importance of the Gypsy/Ty3 elements includes: I/Gypsy itself is 
a retrovirus in Drosophila melanogaster (Kim et al. 1994, PNAS 
91:1285-1289, and work by Victor Corces group). 2/The genes in 
Gyspy/Ty3 class elements are in the same order as simpler 
retroviruses. 3/0f all known mobile elements this class has the 
closest sequence similarity to retroviruses. 4/Fish retroviruses 
are known and the occurrence of a Gypsy element in herring may 
shed light on the origin of retroviruses. 5/The gene control 
sites in the LTRs of inserted mobile elements may be of great 
importance to variation in evolution. 
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Tiiie: The origins of the controversy about adaptive mutations. 

Authon: John Cairns 

Imtitudon(s): 

Abstract: 

Clinical Trial Service Unit. The Radcliffe 
Infirmary, Oxford OX2 6HE. Oxford. England 

The causes of the mutations that occur in natural 
populations are of interest not merely in evolutionary 
biology but also in cancer research. It is now clear that 
most forms of cancer are due, in large part, to sequence 
changes in the genes that regulate cell behavior. What is not 
clear is whether these changes are due to exposure to 
mutagens. Certainly. the commonest lethal cancers are not 
more common in people who are deficient-in the Uvr pathway 
for repair and would be expected to behave like Ames tester 
strains. 

This conundrum triggered an investigation into the causes 
of spontaneous mutations in Escherichia coli. It turned out 
that when selection for novel traits is by selection 
procedures that are not lethal for non-mutants (i.e., are 
like the selection that must occur during carcinogenesis). 
advantageous mutations can arise that would not have arisen 
in the absence of selection; (this bad been suspected by 
Schrodinger and Delbruck in the 1940s and 50s, but the 
problem had been allowed to lapse). 

As the result of the work cf many people during the past 5 
years, we now know something about the mechanisms underlying 
mutation during selection. It is likely that there are 
several pathways. Certainly it is not difficult to imagine 
how a cell might produce sequence changes that match changes 
in its environment. using molecular biological mechanisms 
that are known to exist. and such a process or processes need 
not conflict with the Central Dogma of molecular biology. 



Title: THE CHIMERIC NATURE OF NUCLEAR GENOMES AND THE ANTIQUITY 

OF INTRONS AS DEMONSTRATED BY THE GAPDH GENE SYSTEM 
Author: Rudiger Cerff 

Institution: lnstitut fUr Genetik, Technische Universitat Braunschweig, 

Spielmannstr. 7, D-38106 Braunschweig, Germany 

Abstract: 
Genes for chloroplast and cytosolic glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenases 
of eukaryotes are descendants of a larger ancient gene family that existed in ttie 
progenote, the common ancestor of pro- and eukaryotes. During eukaryotic 
evolution both genes were transferred to the nucleus from the progenitors of 
present-day chloroplasts and mitochondria, respectively, thereby rep;acing 
preexisting GAPDH genes of the host cell. Of the ten intron positions found in 
chloroplast GAPDH genes five are precisely conserved in· glycolytic genes of plants 
and animals. Three other intron positions differ by only three to eight nucleotides 
leaving only two introns for which no homologous counterparts were found (so far) 
in glycolytic GAPDH genes. These findings strongly suggest that introns were 
present in the oldest genes in agreement with the ·exon theory of genes·. They also 
indicate that, in addition to differential loss, ·sliding• and "slippage• of intrans 
occurred in GAPDH genes, in .regions which do and which do not tolerate 
insertions/deletions, respectively. 

Liaud M-F. Zhang DX, Cerff A (1990). Differential intron loss and endosymbiotic 
transfer of chloroplast glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrogenase genes to the 
nucleus. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 87: 8918-8922. 

Martin W, Brinkmann H, Savona C, Cerff A (1993). Evidence for a chimaeric nature 
of nuclear genomes: Eubacterial origin of eukaryotic glyceraldehyde-3-
phosphate dehydrogenases. Proc Natl Acad Sci USA 90: 8692-8696. 

Kersanach A, Brinkmann H, Liaud MF, Zhang DX. Martin W, Cerff R (1994). Five 
identical intron positions in ancient duplicated genes of eubacterial origin. 
Nature 367:387-389. 

Liaud MF. Valentin C. Martin W, Bouget FY, Kloareg B, Cerff R (1994). The 
evolutionary origin of red algae as deduced from the nuclear genes encoding 
cytosolic and chloroplast glyceraldehyde-3-phosphate dehydrognases from 
Chondrus crispus. J Mo/ Evol : in press . 



11tlc: There's a lot more to molecular evolution than selection and drift. 

Authors: Professor G. A. Dover 

lnslitullon(s): De~artm~nt of Genetics, University of Leicester 
University Road, Leicester LEl 7RH, U.K. 

Abstract: 

It is generally assumed that the distribulion of mutations through space and time is due to 
natural selection or neutral drift, acling singly or in combination. 

The simplicity of this cithcdor duality ignores extensive and frequent mechanisms of genomic 
turnover (transposition. unequal crossingovcr, . slipp_age. gene conversion, and 
1etrottanposition) which can affect the spread of mutations in populations through the 
generations (molecular drive). Thelc is widespread evidence that such mechanisms affect the 
evolution of genes and genomes in majoc ways. Evidence will be prcsentr.d ICViewing these 
exrensi·rc data in multigcne fam~ internally-repetitive genes and 'single-copy' genes. 

Molecular evolution is an outcome of the thR:e most frequent processes for changing the 
average gcnotypic composition of a population, (selection, drift and molecular drive). 
Evidence of subtle interactions between selection and molecular drive. as observed in the 
phenomenon of 'mokcular coevolution' will be presented and discussed. 

Recent references 
Dover. G.A. (1992) Observing development through evolutionary eyes: a practical approach 

ro molecular cocvolution. Biocssays (Special Issue: Evolution and Development) 
14:281-287. 

Dover, G.A .• Ruiz Linares, A. Bowen, T., and Hancock, J.M. (1993) The detection and 
quantification of concencd ~volution and molecular drive. In Methods jn 
Enzymolon "Molecular Evolution: Producing ahe Biochemical Data" (eds. 
Zimmer, E.A., White, T J., Cann, R.L. and Wilson A.C.) 224 525-541. 

Dover, G.A. (1993) The evolution of genetic ICdundancy for advanced players. Current 
()_pinions in Qenerics and Deycloomcnt 1:902-910. 
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Abstract: (Presented for the software demonstration session) 

Comparison of homologous genes is a major step for many studies related 
to genome structure, function or evolution. Similarity search programs 
easily find genes homologous to a given sequence. However, only very 
tedious manual procedures allow the retrieval of all sets of homologous 
genes sequenced for a given set of species. Moreover, this search often 
generates errors du~ to the complexity of data to be managed 
simultaneously: p! 1Iogenetic trees, alignments, taxonomy, sequences and 
related information. HOVERGEN helps to solve these problems by 
integrating aJI this information. HOVERGEN corresponds to the nuclear 
vertebrate sequences subset of Gen Bank with some dat~ corrected, 
clarified, or completed, notably to address the problem of redundancy. 
Coding sequences have been classified in gene families. Protein multiple 
alignments and phylogenetic trees have been calculated for each family. 
Sequences and related information have been structured in an ACNUC 
database which allows complex .selections. A graphical interface has been 
developed to visualize and edit trees. Genes are displayed in color, 
according to their taxonomy. Users have directly access to all information 
attached to sequences and to multiple alignments simply by clicking on 
genes. This graphical tool gives thus a rapid and simple access to all data 
necessary to interpret homology relationships between genes. 
HOVERGEN allows to easily select sets of homologous vertebrate genes, 
and thus is particularly useful for comparative sequef1C~ analysis, or 
molecular evolution studies. 
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Abstract: (Present,,.1 for the poster st.ssion) 

We compared the exon/intron organization of vertebrate genes belonging 
to different isochores, as predicted by their C+G-content at third codon 
position. Genes coding for long proteins appear to be preferentially 
located in G+C-poor isochores. This bias is observed among mammalian, 
avian and even amphibian genes and is therefore likely to be common to 
all vertebrates. Our second finding is that intrans from warm-blooded 
vertebrates tend to be longer as the G+C-content of isochores decreases. 
The ratio introns/coding sequences of human and chicken genes is in 
average 2.1-2.6 times higher in the G+C-poorest isochores (Ll-L2) than 
in the G+C-richest (H3). Vie investigated the distribution of interspersed 
repeats in introns of human genes from different isochores. This analysis 
confirmed previous studies showing that LI repeats are absent from H3, 
however, microsatel1ites and Alu sequences are found at almost equal 
frequency in introns from different isochores. Globally, the presence of 
repeated sequences does not account for the increased introns length in 
Ll-L2 isochores. We also observed that genomic sequences from G+C
poor isochores are clearly under-represented in GcnBank, probably 
because of experimental bias. Therefore, the observed differences in 
structure between genes from G+C-poor and G+C-rich isochores arc 
probably under-estimated. The relationships between gene structure and 
global genome organizatior. and evolution will be discussed. 



THE EVOLUflON OF SYNONYMOUS CODON BIAS IN ENTERIC BACTERIA 

Adam Eyre-Walker, Rutgers University, Piscataway, N.J. (USA) 

Many organisms preferentially use a subset of the synonymous codons 

available to them. In Escherichia coli the synonymous codons used are those 

which bind the commonest tRNA's with normal base pairing. This bias is 

thought to be caused by selection to maximise the elongation rate, or to minimise 

the costs of misincorporating the \'rrong amino acid. However the "optimal" 

codons are not used at every site in every gene. This is thought to be due to 

selection being counteracted by either mutation, genetic drift, or conflicting 

selection pressures. The first two possibilities are tested by considering the 

relationship between the divergence between £. coli and Salmonella 

typliimurium genes and the degree of codon bias. It is shown that genes with high 

codon bias evolve too slowly for either the mutation or genetic drift hypotheses to 

be correct. Some examples are given in which conflicting selection pressures have 

been identified at the start and the end of genes. 
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Fortuitous Open Reading Frames, Base 
Compositional Persistence, and Evolution 

J.W. Fickeu1 and Roderic Guig62 

11...os Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM, USA 

and 2Univcrsity of Barcelona, Barcelona, Sp::in 

Afler describing two results on the genomic dislribution of Open 
Reading Frames (ORFs), one in ycasl and the other in human, we will 
discuss possible implications for the evolution of genes. 

Jn yeast (Saccharomyca cercvisiac} splicing is rare and a long 
(ORF) is often taken as evidence for 1hc existence· of a gene. We make 
this inference more quantitative by considering evidence from the 
databases and simulation. It is shown that many surprisingly long ORFs 
m.1y be occurring by chance alone, and that statistical support for the 
biological function of many ORFs is weaker than has been thoughr. 

In lmm.1n, we have analyzed nearly 3000 sequences from clones 
randomly selected (RSCS. for Randomly ~elected Oone Sa1uenccs} in 
the course of genome m.1pping. thus likely representing a fairly 
unbiased sample of the human genome. We have found that RSCS differ 
substantially from known DNA sequences in the region of genes. First, 
Open Reading Frame (ORF) occurrence and coding potential arc 
significalllly higher in most database sequences than in the RSCS. 
Surprisingly, even 1hat f rac1ion of the database sequences near genes but 
annolale<I as noncoding exhibits significantly higher codini; po1en1ial 
and ORF occurrence 1han the RSCS. Second, RSCS arc AT-rich, 
whereas the four nucleotides appear with almost equal probabilily in 
noncoding sequence.~ from GenDank, and coding sequence.~ arc GC
rich. 
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Abstract: 

The concept of genomic neighbourhood takes an increasing importance in 

molecular evolution studies on vertebrates. The belonging to a band in a cytogcnctic 

map or to an isochore in a compositional map implies some characteristics of the 

genome evolutionary process. Moreover new regional .structures seem to be near 

emergence. Simultaneous management of time, particularly through homologous 

relationships, and space by the access to comparative genomic mapping is an important 

methodl)logical challenge addressed by molecular evolution. We present here some 

computer science approaches that are under development in our team and their use to 

isochore evolution studies. 

We shall discuss particularly the respective roles of natural selection, mutation 

and statistical artefact in G+C content variations that occur during vertebrate evolution 

(major and minor shifts) as well as in the substitution. rate variability among genes. 

Among results that we shall discuss we can cite the following ones: 

• corre!ation between silent and non silent divergence, 

• estimation of silent divergence acceleration in the rodent (murids) lineage, 

• relationship between minor shift and divergence rate. 



DNA Sequence Evidence on Primate Phylogeny 

Morris Goodman. Wayne State University School of Medicine 

Cladistic analysis of extensive DNA sequence data provides a picture of prim~te 
phylc~eny that is largely congruent with the traditional morphological picture but resolves 
some of the ambiguous featur'!S and suggests how those taxonomic groupings in primate 
classifications that are paraphyletic assemblages or grades could be replaced with 
monophyletic groups _or clades. Molecular and morphological evidences are congruent in 
grouping Cercopithecoidea (Old World monkeys) and Hominoidea (apes and humans) into 
Catarrhini, Catarrhini and Platyrrhini (ceboids or New World monkeys) into 
Anthropoidea, Lemuriformes (Malagasy lemurs) and Lorisiformes (Asian and African 
lorises and galagos) into Strepsirhini, and Anthropoidea, Tarsioidea (Philippine and 
Indonesian tarsiers) and Strep~irhini into Primates. With regard to the problematic 
relationships of Tarsioidea, DNA sequences group it with Anthropoidea into Haplorhini. 
Moreover, the DNA evidence favors grouping Cheirogaleidae (mouse and dwarf lemurs) 
close to Lemuridae and Indridae within Lemuriformes in contrast to some morphological 
studies that favor placing cheirogaleids within Lorisiformes. The DNA studies are also 
producing a more clearly resolved picture of the phylogenetic systematics of the 16 extant 
New World monkey genera, and now provide quite significant evidence for sister group 
relationships within Hominoidea. These hominoid relationships may be defined by a 
cladistic classification that replaces the paraphyletic Pong!dae (which excludes humans) 
with a monophyletic Hominidae (that includes all extant hominoids, divides this ape
human family into subfamilies Hylobatinae (gibbons) and Homininae, divides Homininae 
into tribes Pongini (orangutans) and Hominini, and divides Hominini into subtribes 
Gorillina (gorillae) and Hominina (humans and chimpanzees). 

In addition to depicting cladistic relationships, the molecular picture of primate 
phylogeny reveals striking lineage differences in rates of noncoding DNA evolution. For 
example, lemuriform and hominoid rates tend to be slow whereas lorisiform and tarsioid 
rates tend to be fast. Among the 16 genera of ceboids there is some indication that small 
sized (and shorter generation time) marmosets and squirrel monkeys have faster 
noncoding DNA rates than the larger sized (and longer generation time) monkeys. 

Supported by NSF grant DEB 9116098 and NIH grant HL 33940. 
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Abstract: 

In reconstructing higher-level phylogenetic trees based on molecular data, one has to deal 
with four po~ible trade-offs: ( 1) size of taxonomic .>ampling versus number of sequences 
used, (2) number of taxonomic units versus accuracy of phylogenetic reconstruction, (3) 
size of homologous sequences versus number of taxa. anJ (4) size of sequences versus 
appropriateness of outgroup. As a consequence, one usually ends up using only a small 
fraction of the available data. I present a protocol that anempts to maximize the amount 
of data used in a phylogenetic study. According to this protocol. for each group of 
onhologous sequences, we define subsets, each of each is assumed to be monophylctic. 
For each of the subsets, we reconstruct a phylogenetic tree, and by using an outgroup we 
choose the slowest evolving taxon from among tJic taxa within the subset to represent the 
entire subset. We are, therefore, left with n taxonomic units, each of which represents a 
large group of taxa. We, then, rcconsnuct 3 possible maximum parsimony trees for each 
of the (n!)/(n-3)!3! combinations of three ingroup taxa and the outgroup, and tabulate the 
results according to the number of infonnative sites that support a certain clustering of 
two ingroup taxa to the exclusion of the third. I present preliminary results in which this 
protocol is used to elucidate the ordinal phylogeny of euthcrian mammals. Several 
taxonomic patterns emerge: (1) Ferungulata, Epitheria, Unguiculata, Anagalidia, Glircs, 
and Rodentia are paraphyletic, (2) Archonta, Tethythcria and Pacnungulata are 
monophylctic, (3) Aniodactyla is paraphyletic but becomes monophyletic if Cctacea is 
included within it, (4) Artiodactyla is more closely related to Camivora than it is to 
Perissodactyla, and (5) it is unlikely that either lnsectivora, Pholidota or Edcntata 
rep~scnt the most ancient divergence within the Eutheria. I assume that by the time I 
shall complete this extremely tedious procedure (that unfortunately docs not easily lend 
itself to automation), the phylogenetic tree of the eutherian mammals will either be 
solved (in a binarily satisfying manner), or only a few alternative trees will be left for 
funher consideration. 
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ORIGIN OF INTRONS: WERE THE ORIGINAL BLOCKS OF 
PROTEINS ENCODED BY EXONS? 
Mitiko Go 

Instilutlon(s); Department of Biology, Faculty of Science, Nagoya University, 

Nagoya 464-01, Japan 

Abstrnct: 

Were genes split from the outset (introns early) or did introas spread into 
euka~yotic genes as selfish elements {introns late)? If intrcns had a role in the 
primordial assembly of mini-genes and could speed up evolution, the remnant 
could be observed in the contemporary protein architecture and function. On II 

the contrary, if introns are late and inserted as selfis~ elements, the introns bad 
almost nothing to do with protein structure, function and evolution. Our study 
on a r~lationship between intron positions and protein modules supports 
"introns early" scheme. Globular proteins are generally decomposable into 
s1r.aJI co~npact pieces consisting of contiguous !0-40 amino acid residues which 

1
1 caJJ modules [I]. Module organization in various proteins is closely 
correlated with exon-intron structure of the genes encoding the proteins. This 
fact suggests that exon-shuffling which might occur during the biological 
evolution corresponds to module-shuffling in proteins and eukaryotes have 
retained their many of the original introns and prokaryotes have lost of them. 
Funct:onal and structural roles of modules in the evolution of primitive 
proteins will also be discussed [2-4]. 

[1] Go, M., Nosaka, M.: Cold Spring Harbor Symp. Quant. Biol. 52, 915-924 
(1987). 

[2) Noguti, T., Sakakibara, H., Go, M. : Proteins 16, 357-363 (1993). 

[3) lkura, T. ct al.: Proteins 16, 341-356 (1993). 
[4) Yanagawa, H. et al. : J. Biol. Chem. 268, 5861-5865 (1993). 
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DNA Research center. National Institute of 
Genet!~s! Mishima 411, Japan. 

A group of serine proteases, which are involved 
in the cascade of blood coagulation and 
fibrinolysis, consist of several functional 
do~~ins. A 'kringle• is one of such functional 
domains. It is composed of approxilfaately 80 
amino acids and three disulfide bonds. 
Recently, the kringle structures have been found 
in some other proteins which do not have the 
function as proteases. They include are 
apolipoprotein(a), hepatocyte growth factor 
(HGF), and a cell surface protein called ROR. 
ROR is·a kind of tyrosine kinase. To study the 
evolutionary process and the origin of kringle 
structures, we constructed the phylogenetic 
tree& by use of the nucleotide sequences of 
kringle structures, serine protease domains, and 
tyrosine kinase domains. The phylogenetic tree 
obtained shows that the ancestral gene of 
krinqle 3tructures appeared about 500 million 
years. Then, the kringle structure wae 
duplicated and were inserted into other genes. 
Thus, our molecular evolutionary analysis shows 
that the domains such as kringle structures 
evolve dynamically and independently as 
gvolu~ionary and func~ional units. 
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Abstract: 

Selection-induced mutations are those mutations that occur as specific 
responses to environmental challenges, and that occur more often when they are 
selectively advantageous than when they are selectively neutral. Selection
induced mutations have been shown to occur in many loci in both bacteria and 
yeast, and are thus a general phenomenon. Their occurrence is usually detected 
by monitoring the continuous appearance of revertant papillae from a thin lawn 
of non-dividing cells during prolonged, intense selection when the reversion 
mutation allows the resumption of growth. The specificity of these mutations is 
demonstrated by showing, for instance, that a strain which requires both 
tryptophan and proline generates Trp+ reversions during tryptophan starvation, 
but not during proline starvation. 

I will discuss recent work showing that lesions in uvrA, uvrB, uvrC, or 
uvrD dramatically increase the selection-induced mutation rate, but do not 
increase the random mutation rate that is observed in growing cells; i.e. these 
genes can be considered as selection-induced specific mutator loci. Evidence will 
be presented to show that these lesions do not affect the specificity of selection
induced mutations. I will further show that cellular stress plays a direct role in 
production of these mutations. 

Selection-induced mutations have previously been thought to occur only in 
non-dividing cells. I will present evidence that they also occur in very slowly 
dividing cells, and that multiple selection-induced mutations that arise under 
such conditions are a very good model for the mutational origins of tumors and 
cancers. 
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CONSERVATION AND CONVERGFBCE IN THE EVOUJTION OF THE 
CARBONIC ANHYDRASE GENE FAMILIES. 

David Hevett-Emm.ett+ and Richard E. Tashian* 

+cenetics Center, Univ.Texas Hlth.Sci.Ctr., Houston, TX 77225; 
*Dept. of Human Genetics, Univ. Michigan Med. Sch., Ann Arbor, 
KI 48109, USA. 

Two unrelated gene families are now known to encode gene products vhich 
catalyze the same reversible C02 reaction: 

COz + 2H20 <-> Hco3- + H30+ 
These functionally convergent non-homologous carbonic anhydrase {CA) gene 
families have been designated by us as the oe-CA.s and 6-CAs. 

Mammals have at least seven nuclear-encoded a-CA .isozyme genes dispersed 
to five chromosomal regions. The gene products CA I, II, III and VII are 
cytosolic; CA IV is membrane-bound; CA V is mitochondrial; and CA VI is 
extracellular. An eighth related a.-CA gene encodes a very conservative 
protein (CARP) which has tvo radical active-site replacements, while the 
green alga ChlSllJYdomonas reinhardtil expresses tvo periplasmic a-CAs. In 
addition, an inactive CA structure is used as an extracellular (ligand
binding?) module by two receptor-bound protein tyrosine phosphatases (RPTPB 
and !LP'f!>Y) '-r..;i .._s a ::ell-:;ua:-face p=ct:ein (:ioj in the eukaryotic pox virus 
Vaccinia. By contrast, the 6-CAs have been found only in the chloroplasts 
of higher plants and in certain bact~ria (E. coli and Synechococcus). So 
far no organism expressing both an a- and &-CA has been identified. 

Human and rodent (or sheep) sequence pairs are available for each a-CA 
and the average t protein divergence /aaamaalian lineage can be estimated: 

Human gene: CARP RPTPY CAl RPTP/3 CAJ CA2 CAl CA5 CA6 CA4 
\Divergence: 1.1 1.7 2.5 3.5 5.0 9.5 11.0 11.9 13.4 20.0 

Although CARP, RPTPY and RPTPB ar.e not active CAs, they and CA VII (whose 
function is still unclear) are more highly conserved in mammals than the 
genes encoding isozymes of known tissue expression and function (CA I-VI), 
strongly indicating that during evolution these conservative o-CA 
homologues have been recruited to fulfill important functions. In earlier 
studies we showed that while the active site of CA II was highly conserved 
relative to CA I and CA III, the exterior regions of the isozyme were not. 

Comparable analyses of the &-CA family are not yet possible without an 
X-ray structure and knowledge of the active site. 



Patterns of induced mutations arive genome evolution? 

Gera;d P. Holmquist 

Beckman Reasearch Institute of the Oty of Hope Medical Center 
Duarte, CA 91010 USA fax 818 358 7703 

The grist of genome evolution is spontaneous germline mutations oo-to to 
t0-12/base pair per ge:teration). That these are germline replication 
(polymerization-proofreading-mismatch repair) errors during the reading of 
undamaged DNA or induced mutations is unclear. The three steps of induced 
mutagenesis are 1. mutagens (body heat, reactive oxygen species, alkylating 
agents, ·- ) induce DNA lesions (apurinic sites, oxidized bases, alkylated basesr··> 
2. most lesions are repaired, 3. ur.repaired lesions are often misread, differently 
by different polymerases, thus producing mutations. The rate of lesion 
generation/ day in a mammalian cell is much higher, l0-5 /base, than replications 
errors. These lesions are repaired in 30 min-5 days and their equilibrium 
concentratio~ how many per genome are presented to DNA polymerase during 
S-ph?.~ of germline stem cells, is unknown. When replicated, the lesions do not 
dis<.ppear but can persist to cause more mutations during the next round of 
replication. Because genomes come to lesion equilibrium before a cell cycle is 
com;>lete, the lesion-induced mutation rate is proportional to cell division rate; Y
linked genes having a disproportionately rapid molecular dock due to many 
male germ cell divisions does not signify that lesion-induced mutations are 
insignificant compared to replication error induced mutations. The three steps 
responsible for induced mutations show patterns which would, after fixation of 
neutral mutations, produce sequence patterns of mutation bias along the 
genome. Since the mutational load and substitutional cost for creating any 
genomic pattern is too great to be explained by natural selection. Finding 
relations between the patterns of mutation induction and evolutionary patterns 
of sequence fixation would be a reasonable proof that induced gennline 
mutations contribute to sequence evolution. 
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l\fammallan Mitochondrial DNA Evolution: A Comparison of Rodtnts ar.d 
Artiodactyls 

Jmlitutlon(s): Rodney L Hontycutt, l\lichatl A. Nedbal, Ron l\t. Adkins 

Abstract: 

Tuas A&M Uninrsity, Dcpartmtnt of\Vildlifc & Fisheries Sciences, 210 
Nagle Hall. Collrgc Slation, Tuas 77843 

ne mode and tempo of n·olution in two mitochondrial genes, cytochrome b 
and cytochron1c c oxidase subunit II, wen examined in the maa11111l onlen 
Artiodadyla and Rodcntia. \VJ1ea analyucl min& maximum parsimony and total 
substitutions, with no consideration or di!ferential weightinc, neither gene 
perfonned with a high degree or accuracy in terms of providing coasbtent 
phylogenetic rcsulu. The pbylocenctic lnconsistmcies obscntd for both these genes 
may be the result of several f acton including differences in the rate of nudeotidf 
substitution amonc particular lineages {especially between orden), base ccmposition 
bias, and different constraints and levels of homoplasy associated with first, second, 
and third codon positions. We discuss the Implications of tbtu tindincs to the 
molecular systematics or mammals, especially as they relate to recent hypotheses 
concerning the polyphyly or the order Rodentia, raationships among the 
Artiodactyla, and various inttrordinal relationships. 



11tlc: The evolution of functionally novel proteins after gene duplication 

Authon: Austin L. Hughes 

lnslitullon(s}: The Pennsylvania State Univ"!rsity 

Abstract: 

A widely cited model of the evolution of functionally novel proteins (here called the 
model of mutation during nonfunctionality or MON model) holds that, after gene dupli
cation, one gene copy is redundant and free to accumulate subsitutions at random. By 
chance some of these substitutions may suit the protein encoded by such a nonfunc
tional gene to a new function, which it can subsequently-assume. Several tines of evi
dence contradict this hypothesis: (1) Comparison of expressed duplicate genes from 
the tetraploid frog Xenopus laevis indicates that such genes are subject to purifying 
selection and thus not free to accumulate substitutions at random. (2) In a number of 
multi-gene families, there is now evidence that functionally distinct proteins have 
arisen not as a result of chance fixation of neutral variants but rather as a result of posi
tive Darwinian selection. (3) The phenomenon of gene sharing, in which a ~ingle 
gene encodes a protein having two distinct functions, shows that gene duplication is 
not a necessary pre-requisite to the evolution of a new protein function. A model for 
the evolution of new protein function is proposed under which a period of gene shar
ing ordinarily precedes the evolution of functionally distinct proteins. Gene duplication 
then permits each daughter gene to specialize for one of the functions of the ancestral 
gene. However, if the ancestral gene is not bifunctional, either of the following two out· 
comes is expected to follow gene duplication: (1) one copy will be silenced by a muta
tion preventing expression; or (2) if both copies continue to be expressed, both will be 
subject to purifying selection, since a high proportion of nonsynonymous mutations will 
have a completely or partially dom~nant deleterious effect. 
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Ahstrntl: 

We found human MHC (HLA) is a typical example of long-range G+C% mosaic 
structures (1-3). HLA is composed of dasses I, m and II from telomere to centro:nere 
and contiguous classes I and Ill (a total of 3 Mb) correspond to evidently GC-rich 
domain and class II (1 Mb), to the domain with reduced G+C%. To precisely locate 
and characterize boundary of the Mb-level G+C% mosaic domains, cosmid walking 
from the most centromeric class Ill gene TN-X to class II and that from the most 
telomeric ORA to class Ill were conducted and contiguous clones totally covering the 
domain boundary were obtained bridging dasses fl and Ill. A sharp G+Co/o transition 
of the long-range G+C% mosaic dcmains corresponding to L <·> H isochores (and 
presumably G <-> R bands) could be precisely defined, and the following 

organization was revealed. 
(L isochore) PAB-like - LINE cluster - Dense Alu cluster (H isochore) 

Human sex chromosomes are divided into sex-specific and pseudoautosomal 
regions (PAR). Existence of PAR was deduced from observations of male meiosis. 
when sex chromosomes pair and form chiasmata. Interface between sex-specific 
and PAR is the pseudoautosomal boundary (PAB) that is the centromeric limit to 

recomb~~ation in PAR. Interestingly, complete form of PAB-like sequence (about 80% 

nucleotide identity) was found near the sharp G+C% transition point in HLA. A large 
number of PAS-like sequP.nces in the human genome coulc be detected by 

hybridization with this HLA probe and the complete form of PAB-like sequence 
(about 600 nt) could be defined by sequencing several of them. (1 f J. Mal. Biol. 203, 
1 (1988). {2) Genomics 8, 207 (1990). (3) HLA1991 (Oxford Univ. Press) vol. 2, 125. 



l'olym<Jrphism in the genomic distribution of various transposable elements 
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Th~ genomic distribution of transposable elements (TEs) has been analy~d 
in a Drosophila line that has been subjected to sib matings for 100 
;.<:nerations and subsequently maintained as a small mass for an additional 
100 generations. 48 adult females, individually analyzed, have been 
sequentially tested by the Southern technique with probes homologous to 9 
transposon families. The electropboretic band patterns observed upon 
hybridization with mdgl, G, F, and 412 appear homogeneous. The patterns 
observed upon hybridization with copia, I, jockey, B104 (roo) appear 
polymorphic to various degrees. 

In situ hybridization of salivary gland polytene chromosomes from 
larvae probed with copia and 412 reveals that the insertion copy number 
hnd polymorphism are consistent with those detected by the Southern 
technique. 

The high degree of inbreeding of the line, and the comparison of the 
band patterns for different TEs on a same individual, make any 
explanation in terms of residual polymorphism and contamination highly 
unlikely. These results indicate that small mass breeding of a highly·inbred 
HT\c allows genetic variability associated to TEs to be regenerated. Not all 
the TEs seem concerned in the same way suggesting high (copia) and very 
Jo·,..· (mdgl) transposition rates. Jn that respect, the I element appears more 
n1(1vable than previously estimated. 



TI tic: New methods in molccul;ir evolutionary comparisons 

Authors; Samuel Karlin 

lnslitutlon(s): Stanford University 

Ahstrnct: 

Conventional methods of phylogeny reconstructions from sequence information 
employ only similarity among alignments of homologous genes or regions. Phylogenetic 
reconstructions based on parsimon!'. distance matrices. and maiimum likelihood models 
require prior alignments and independence of neighboring positions. The latter 
requirement is certainly not valid due to strong local dependencies in DNA composition 
and/or due to secondary structure constraints when comparing rRNA genes. Another 
caveat concerns the genetic mosaicism of genes and genomes (especially for bacterial, 
fungal, and protist species and for viruses) resulting from substantial lateral transfer. 
transposition. rearrangement. and recombination events. Moreover. different evolutionary 
relationships often result for the same set of organisms based on analysis of different 
protein, gene or noncoding sequences. 

For large genomic sequences. alignments of the sequences are generally not feasible. 
We present concepts and methods of both genomic and protein sequence comparisons 
suitable for establishing evolutionary relationships which do not depend on sequence 
alignments. Our methods for studies of molecular evolution at the DNA level arc based on 
analysis of residuals of relative abu11da11cc values of di-. tri-, and tctranuclcotidcs. 
Genomic sequences arc compared with respect to: (i) similarities and differences of 
oligonucleotide compositional extremes; (ii) relative abundance distances within and 
between sequences; (iii) partial orderings among genomes of the vector of 16 
dinucleotides relative to a set of vector standards; (iv) consistency of an individual 
sequence with respect to various consensus sequences. Examples will be given to: (a) 
molecular evolution of herpes viruses; (b) comparisons of genomic sequences within and 
between protists, fungi, and mctazoa; (c) analysis of evolutionary relationships among 
certain prokaryotes. 

Our methods appear to reflect contrasts in DNA sequence structures. The results for 
large aggregate DNA sequences for collections of species may and often do differ from 
"plylogenetic reconstructions" based on amino acid sequences of common proteins. It 
seems meaningful to accept that phylogenies based on DNA sequence structures, on 
conservation of amino acid sequences, on palcontological or on anatomical characters may 
reflect real differences in the evolution of these respective organism features . 

.. ,. 



Titlc: Patchiness of DNA and implications for sequence modeling 

Authors; Samuel Karlin 

Institutlon(.s); Stanford University 

Abstract: 

Genomic DNA sequences display compositional heterogeneity on all 
scales, ranging from difference at the isochore level to local signals. Genomic 
distances based on dinucleotide relative abundance values of subsamples are 
significantly smaller within genomes for bacterial, protist, fungal, and 
protostome species and small but less for vertebrate species and always 
larger on average between species. This variation e'patchiness") and 
constancy limits attempts of modeling DNA sequences with simple 
stochastic processes. We show that in many cases the particular choice of 
model can greatly influence possible interpretations of sequence data. Four 
examples are discussed: (i) interpretation of purine/pyrimidine content 
fluctuations as long-range correlations or as genomic patchiness; 
(ii) expected oligonucleotide counts calculated under different model 
assumptions; (iii) expected gene size in random sequences; (iv) differences in 
distance measures based upon dinucleotide frequencies or residual 
dinucleotide frequencies. The examples illustrate that mathematical and 
statistical models can, at best, provide pointers for interacting with sequence 
data. 
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rnuc: Erasmus Darwin's 'Temple of Nature' 

Authors: Richard D. Keynes 

Iostitutlon(s): Phys iologicol Laboratory., Cambridge 

Abstract: 

Enunciation of the theory of common descent is generally attributed 
to Charles Darwin, when he wrote in the final sentence of On the 
Origin of Species. 'There is grandeur in this view of life, with its 
several powers, having been originally breattaed into a few forms or 
into one; and that from so simple a beginning endless forms most 
beautiful and most wonderful have l:;>een1 aod are being evolved'. 
Even if there are still difficulties in fully accepting the theory of 
natural selection, the existence of the same genetic code for all forms 
of life hdS proved the truth of common descent. So the question 
arises as to where this vital concept originated. The answer appears 
to be that it had been put forward posthumously in 1803 by Charles's 
grandfather, Erasmus, ;n rhyming couplets: 

"Organic Life beneath the shoreless waves 
Was born and nurs'd in Ocean's pearly caves; 
First forms minute, unseen by spheric glass, 
Move on the mud, or pierce the watery mass; 
These, as successive generations bloom, 
New powers acquire, and lc1rger limbs assume; 
Whence countless groups of vegetation spring, 
And breathing realms of fin, and feet, and wing. 

Rather few scientific papers are written ;n verse these days, and 
frasmus Darwin's last poem, The Temple of Nature; or, the Origin of 
Society, repays a fresh reading. 
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Tide: Glutaminc synthcta. .. e gene evolution in bacteria 

Anthon: Cecilia Lanilve, Gr.uiano Pcsole, Carmela Gis.41i and Cecilia Saccone 

InstitudOl'(:s): CSMME-CNR, Dip•utimento di Biochimlca c Bio1ogia Molc:colare. Universitb. 
Ji Bari, via Orabcma, 4. 7012S Billi, Italy. 

Abstract: 

In order to extend our previous :sludiC5 on the evolution of Glutaminc Synlhctasc (GS) 
enzyme&, th:it previously revealed tu hellavt i\> a t;uuJ mul~ular clock (l'e.~nle ct al. 1~ 1), 
we have analysed illl the GS 5a1ucnces of ba:teria available in ~ d:uahao;c:. 
The phylogenc.tic analy~ of GS gene.~. carried out by applying uur Stationay Markov 
Moc.Id (Lanave et al 1984) to the second codon P'-".;itions of 33 bacterial ~qucnccs and 3 
cukaryotic ~ucnct:s. show: 

·nae 01•11r1al;,;advc bac.:lCl1a clQMCr 1occmcr ana aprr.ar mnn~ c.ln~ly related au high GC 
gram positive.~; low GC gram positive hac:tcria are more closely related to Euryarchacota
Archacbacteria lnlL"l'C.'itingly. both gr.un negative and high GC gram positive bac&crial GS 

- ate n:gulatcd by Uic adt!nylytatiooldcadcnylilation systmi. 

- The diitU&m;c between GS 1 and GSl isoforms, the former found in Eu bacteria and 
Arrharhar·trrii 1nrl 1hr l·1U111r- in linlrlU"Jmfnn n•d i• ....... " ....... L. J_,_ :JCOOl. coo 1.1,. 
This divergence time mighl curft"~pond to a possible duplication of lht: OS gene or 
alternatively to the split hctweai Prok.aryoces and EukaryoteS 

- An:haebactcria appear more duscly relared Ill Eut>a:teria than lO Eukaryotes. "Ilic: two phyla 
of Archacbact~ria. namely Crenarchaema and Euryarcl1aeota ap~ar very distantly 
"-late.d. 

Ac:knnwlecl1 me nls. 
1'hi.\ w,n:. wu panially ru.....ad li}'-MYRST. llflly;Progeuo flnaltzia1n lngegncria CacncliQ. <-'NR, Iraly and 
Progeao fi11alimuo U101ccnnl0&ie e Bia11n1meruzionc. ~R. Jcaly • 

• l'rMll'\. Ci. M I' Ro-1iC~Ui, C. l....ave, G. PrwpwctCa ud C. S~~ (l~Jl). "Cllut.u•U- :t7u~ i!o'CllC 
r.vnl111inn· a a,...J 1nulc."'--ul:.r dock." proo. tJgtl. Aqid &si U:jA 611: !.22·~2G. 

, I .aMvr. (' C1 Plrf\ltnla. I" ~•ntn(J :.nd G. S.rto (W¥ot). " A new "'ethe.t f1.r .!.-.1 .. .J..i;,,6 ... uluti'"""1 
:i;ub51ilution rates ... J Mui Evol 20; 86-93. 



A11thon: Cc:s:ilj1, I ;tp;iyll. <lr:n.iano P~L.·. Cwmdu Gi33i and Cecilia S3\!conc 

Instltution(:s): CSMME-CNR. Oipanimt;nto di Biochimica e Riologia Molccolare, Universita 
di Rttri. via Orabona. 4. 70125 Bari, Iraly. 

Abstract: 

In order to extend our (>rC\·ious ~ludius on the evolution of Glutamine Synthctasc (GS) 
cnqmcs, that prcviolL'ly o:vc:alc:d to behave a.-; a &vvd 1110l~ular duck (Pcsolc Cl al. 199 I). 
we hav•; analy:ioed all the GS ~ucnocs of bacteria avililabk in Utt: <latahasc. 
The phylogenetic an~lyscs of GS genes. carried out hy applyi1~g our Statiunay Markov 
l\.fodd (Lan3ve ct iU l 9M4) ,,., the ~uhJ t,;uJun po~ilions of J3 bactcna.I sequences and 3 
eukaryotic sequcnc~~. ~how: 

• The Gram-negative b;u;;tcria cltL,tcr together and appear more closely rel:ucd to high GC 
gr:im pc!;itivoc; low GC snun pu:1itivo bacteria nrc more: clo~ly rcloi~d to I:u1).u~l14cov,.i· 
An:bacbaclcria. In1t:restingly. both gram negauvc and hi~h UC ~ram positive: bacterial GS 
an: rei:ulated by chc adl::nylyration/dealknylilatiun :.y:slcm. 

Tho dictono~ bl.llwuun GEl Cllld Cf.:! iilOf<)""3· the t"orn\U fr, .. n.i ; •.• c .. i., .. "b ... i .. .iuJ 

Ard1aeba'-"lcria am! the lauer in Eukaryotes and in some bacteria. du'CS 2~Xtt400 My. 
TI1is divcrgcnet= lime: might correspond lo a possible duplicati,1n N. lhc: US gene or 
al~mativcly to the split between ProJcaryorcs and Eukarymcs 

• .-\J'chacbactcria ap~.u- m~ closely reliced w Eubai.;Lcria l!ian lo EWGuyotcs. The two phyla 
of Archaebactcria, namely Crtnarchaeota and l:."uryarchaeota appear very distantly 
related. 
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Genome evolution in the RNA world ·and the.emergence oi DNA 

Pedro Leon, CIBCM, Univcrsidad de Costa Rica, San Jose 

*There was an early period of cellular evolution in which 
RNA/proteins performed genetic and metabolic functions, before DNA 
was invented. Catalytic RNA metabolism gave way to protein-based 
metabolism, as ribosomes and messenger RNAs emerged, and the 
synthesis of polypeptides, as "statistical proteins" at first became 
established. The complicated issue of the origin of RNA itself, is not 
addressed at all in this model. 
*dNTPs arc derived from NTPs in evolutionary time, as reduction 
reactions of the 2'-011, a rca~tion universally catalyzed by ribonucleotidc 
reductases in all living cells. Consequently, the invention of DNA required 
at least a ribonuclcotide rcductasc and a ~everse transcriptase (RT) . 
*It is assumed that natur~l selection operated to favor cell lineages 
with adaptive features such as the acquisition of a new metabolic pathway 
(by cndosymbiotic capture), or of a new enzyme function in the right 
environment (by gene trJnsfection, viral trarisformation, etc.). Those 
genomes, or more appropriately, those ribotypes that did not carry 
mutated (specially lethal) functions, left mor~ descendants. faster and 
more precise information transfer to the next generation resulted in 
increasing number of offspring with fewer lethal or deleterious mutations. 
Improvements in proccsivity and fidelity of polymerases; emergence of 
editing and maturing functions; improvements of ribosome fidelity and 
growth of the genome were all favored. 
*Compartments were required to solve the.dual role played by RNA 
at the onset, as genomic and catalytic macromolecule. Genomic functions 
included the replication of dsRNA molecules, metabolic functions involved 
synthesis of (+)RNA sequences, that were "matured" into a single
stranded "active" conformation. The simplest compartment is the 
membrane (as in bacterial mcsosomes), which might have served as 
compartment for the genetic functions. 
*During the transition from the RNJ\ to the DN/\ world, it seems 
necessary, that for a while both systems coexisted until the appropriate 
adaptations had taken place. It is not clear why cells would produce 
dNTP~, before RT appeared? Explaining the appearance of dNTPs, seems 
harder than the ori9in of the RT. Quite likely, this type of enzyme "had 
been around" as "mutant'' of the ancestral polymerases, capable to using 
dNTPs, if these became avai lc1ble. RNJ\ directed met.1bol i!im would have 
to continue until cells were able to efficiently transcribe (+)llNA 

sequences from the ON/\ genome. The question remains ,-:..:; to how 
dNTPs and NTP.:; coexisted without altering HNI\ metabolism, with the 
incorporation of dNTPs instead of NTPs into catalytic and coding RN/\s. 
This is one of the features considered by the model. 



In the RNA world there were probably two kinds o( roles pl~yed by 
RNA: 9enetic and catalytic roles. Because of their greater stability the 
molecules involved in genetic functions were double-stranded while single
stranded molecules, with a huge number of potential conformations, were 
the catalytic (and coding) ones. ·Auto-splicing was one of the earliest 
activities able to prepare RNA for its metabolic roles, and may have been 
favored in molecules that ligated into the genome. 
It is surmised that a simple RNA duplication mechanism, where both 
strands were equally replicated, gave way to lineages whe~e the catalytic 

strand was selectively expressed. A (-)RNA pol¥mcrasc -presumably 
recognizing a feature of the J'-end of the (+)RNA- would synthesize the (
)RNA molecules, while a (+) RNA polymerase copied the other strand. To 
replicate the (-) strand extensive repair of the (~) strand would be 

required, with inhibition of splicing and other maturation events that 
prepared the (+) RNA for metabolic functions. It ls not clear if this event 
was spatially segregated (in a compartment) or temporarily segregated (as 
in a cell cycle stage), but both arc possible choices at present. 
Another presumed feature of the RNA world which set the stage for 
the emergence of DNA, was the ubiquitous presence of RNAses, in 
addition to the intrinsic reactivity of RNA and to the potential danger of 
maturing reactions. We presume that.the basis of intcrspecific (or 
interlineage) competition derives from being able to protect genetic 
material and destroy that of others for substrates ; ultimately what many 
viruses do. RNAses probably were the stuff of territorial and predatory 
war by cell and pathogens of that era. Consequently, for intrinsic and 
extrinsic reasons, selection would favor cells that had a resilient variant oi 
RNA that would survive RNase attack and still preserve the information 
in the RNA string. We suggest that by mutating the genomic (-) 

polymerases, a RT emerged, that was distinct from the (-)RNA 
transcriptases, in that it could use dNTPs available. This resulted in the 
synthesis of a (-) DNA strand and the establishment of a (-) stranded 
genome that could increase in size by ligation of negative molecules. The 
long range arrangement of the DNA genome, with introns, exons and 
other sequences may have been established then. 
Perhaps a heteroduplcx genome arouse during the transition (Leon, 
Gutierrez, Warnes and Macaya, unpublished). The (+)RNA transcriptases 
would eventually adapt to transcribing, the hetcroduplex genome, making 
the RNA genome completely dispensable. Double-stranded replication 
was the last invention in the series and even in modern cells requires a 
short RNA primer, synthesized by a primase. It is conceivable that this 
reflects the ancestral transition from the hetcroduplex to the dsDNA 
genome. 



Title: A Model for the Origin of GC-Rich lsochores and the Correlation 
of Mutation Rate with GC Content. 

Authors: Wen-Hsiung Li and Xun Gu 

Institution: Center for Demographic and Population Genetics 
University of Texas, P.0.Box 20334 Houston, TX 77225, USA 

Abstract: 

To study the origin of GC-rich isochores and the relati~nships among the 
mutation rate, the G + C content of the sequence, and the G + C proportion 
in the nucleotide precursor pool, a model has been developed based on the 
biochemical kinetics of DNA replication and mutagenesis, including mis
incorporation and correction. Under the normal physiological conditions 
of mammalian germ cells, we have obtained the following conclusions: (1) 
the equilibrium G + C content in a sequence is approximately equal to the 
G + C proportion in the nucleotide precursor pool and is independent of 
the next-nucleotide effect, which affects the correct.ion of misincorporation 
during DNA replication; (2) an invcrted-V-shaped distribution of mutation 
rates with respect to G + C contents is predicted, if the next-nucleotide 
effect. is week; (3) the distribution becomes flatter hut the peak at. 50% 
GC is still observed (i.e., inverted-U-shaped ), if the next-nucleotide effect 
is intermediate; and (4) the peak disappears if the next-nucleotide effect 
is strong. Our results support the hypothesis that changes in the relative 
concentrations of nucleotide precursors can cause variations among genes 
both in mutation rate and in G + C content and that compositional iso
chores (DNA segments with a homogeneous G + C content) can arise in a 
genome due to differences in replication times of DNA segments. 

1 



The Recent Origin and Punctuated Evolution of Nuclear Spliceosomal lntrons 
John M. LogsdOn Jr. and Jeffrey o. Palmer, Dept. of Biology, Indiana University 

The lntrons-early theory (also known as the ·exon theory of genes·) posits that nuclear 
spliceosomal intrans were present in large numbers in the common ancestor of all life 
and were used in the assembly of genes from small axons. The Intrans-late theory 
maintains that nuclear introns are recent, arising late in eukaryotic evolution only. 
Although the lntrons-eariy scenario is widely accepted, current data do not support this 
position when viewed from a phylogenetic perspective. We have undertaken a survey 
of the literature on gene structure in eukaryotes, focusing most comprehensively on 
protists. These data, when projected on a eukaryotic phylogenetic tree, suppon the 
contention that nuc!ear introns have been inserted in eukaryotic genes and that their 
origins are well within the eukaryotic lineage. Preliminary analyses of intron distribution 
among the late arising. multicellular eukaryotic lineages comprising animals. fungi and 
plants point to a highly episodic mode of intron evolution,·including periods of both 
rapid intron gain and loss as we!I as virtual stasis. In particular, two periods of intron 
stas;s can be discerned, one within vertebrates and the other within seed plants. We 
have also been studying the TPI gene. which encodes the glycolytic enzyme triose 
phosphate isomerase and has been a cornerstone of the Intrans-early hypothesis. A 
summation of all of the known intron positions in the gene is purported to reflect the 
ancestral structure of the gene and the intron/exon structure is thought to strongly 
coincide with the TPI protein domain structure. We have sequenced TPI genes from 
three species. Coprinus cinereus (mushroom}, Caenorhabdites elegans (nematode) 
and Chlamydomonas reinhardtii (green alga), in order to test precf:ctions of the lntrons
early and Intrans-late theories. Each new intron position found not only refutes the 
belief that all TPI intron positions have been found, but also weakens the assertion thru 
exons encode protein domains in TPI. Five novel iiltron positions have been found in 
these three genes; all fall within recognized protein domains. We interpret these results 
as evidence in favor of the recent acquisition of these TPI intrans, providing support for 
lntrons-late. 



·ni1c: Differences in DNA repair, G+C-content and expresion level among 
E. coli genes 

Author~= 

InslilutloJl(s); 

Abstract: 

G Gutierrez, J Casadesus, JL Oliver• and A Marin 

Departamento de Genetica, Universidad de Sevilla (Spain) 
•Departamento de Genetica, Universidad de Granada (Spain) 

E. coli DNA segments that contain a high frequency of the 
tetranucleotide CT AG are also rich in the tetramers CITG, CCT A, 
CCAA. TIGG, TAGG and CAAG (Group-I tetramers). Conversely, 
DNA segments lacking CT AG are rich in the tetranucleotides CCTG, 
CCAG, CTGG and CAGG (Group-II tetramers). These two samples 
(CT AG-rich and -poor) differ also in G+C-content, frequencies of di- to 
pentanucleotides, codon usage of the genes harbored therein and amino 
acid composition of the encoded proteins. Group-I tetramers have in 
common that they are depleted by very short path mismatch repair 
(VSP), while Group-II tetramers are favored by VSP activity. The VSP 
system repairs G:T mismatches to G:C, thereby increasing the overall 
G+C-content; for this reason the CT AG-rich sample has lower G+C 
content than the CT AG-poor sample. This compositional heterogeneity 
can be tentatively explained by a low level of VSP activity on the CTAG
rich sample. A negative correlation is found between the frequency 
ofGroup-I tetramers and the level of gene expression, as measured by the 
Codon Adaptation Index. Thus a possible link between the rate of VSP 
activity and the level of gene expression can be considered. 



Tille: 

Authors: 

ONA SEQUENCE .ANALYSIS SHOwS DISTINCTIVE EVOLUTIVE 
PATIIWAYS BETWEEN Emc:.RYOTA ANO PROKARYOTA 

Pedro Miramontes and Genninal Cocho 

Inslitutlon(s) 
Departement de biochimie; U. de Montreal, Quebec and 
Instituto de Fisica, UNAM, Me~ico. 

Abstract: 

We propose an index of D?Q homogeneity (IDH) based 
on a binary distribution model which quantifies 
structural and thermod}"llaJllic aggregates present in 
DNA primary structures. Extensive analysis of 
sequence databases with the IDH uncovers significant 
constraints on DNA sequence other than those derived . 
from codon usage or protein function. In addition, 
this index clea~ly distingtiishes between organisms 
of the eukaryota and prokaryota supereigns and 
places them in disjoint domains of DNA sequence 
space. The results support the phenotypic character 
of the genome. 

: ----~,- ·: . ,,,.·-:--· .. 
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Authors: 
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A gene component of synonymous substitutions 

Dominique Mouchiroud 
Labomtoirl! di! Biom~tric:. G~netiqut: et Biologie des Populations 
URA CNRS 243 - Univc:rsitC: Claude Banard Lyon 1 
43. Bd du 11 Novemhre 1918 - 69622 Villeurbanne cedex 
FRANCE 

Abstract: (Presenced for the poster session) 

Among mammals, the frequencies of synonymous substitutions between 
homologous genes show a large variability as estimated from a number of 
pairwise comparisons (Bernardi et al 1993). The analysis of homologous 
genes from four species (man, calf, rat and mouse) has indicated that 28% 
of chis variability is gene-specific. Moreover. as expected from previous 
work (Bernardi er al 1993). chis synonymous substitution component is 
independent of the GC level of isochore class where the gene is located. A 
significant correlation was also observed between synonymous and 
nonsynonymous subscicution frequencies for two independent pairwise 
comparisons. Thus. this correlation is not due to properties that depend 
upon the lineages considered but depends of the gene specific component .. 
Elimination of neighbouring substitucions inside coding sequences, does not 
greatly modify the correlation. 111ere is no significant difference between 
the synonymous substitution frequencies of housekeeping and tissue specific 
genes.Thus , the independence of the synonymous substitution variability 
from the expression of the coded procei n or from che isochore class argues 
against different selective pressure or variation of the mutation rate as the 
caU$'.C of chis gene property. We propose that a novel component of 
mutation race variation takes place along rhe genome . To verify this 
hypothesis, the study of the synonymous subsitution variability in non 
coding sequences was undertaken. Preliminary results obtain with a low 
gene sample are consistent with the regional aspect of the mutation rate. 



C'lmpositional Patterns of Nuclear 
Trypanosoma brucei and T. cruzi. 

I 
Encoded! Genes of 

I 
I 

We have investigated the compositional distributions !of axons and 
I 

their different codon positions of the nuclear encoded genes of the 
unicellular parasites Trypanosoma brucei and T. c~zi. Very large 
differences between the two species were found in all, the properties 
analyzed. The most striking differences concern thel compositional 
distributions of third codon positions and the large div rgence of GC 
levels in third codon position for homologous genes en oding proteins 
that are highly conserved in their amino acids ~equenc s. Further, the 
compositional distribution of third codon position in the two 
species suggest that these genomes are c mpositionally 

compartmentalized. a feature previously dete ted by the 
fractionation of DNA from T. brucei and T. equiperdum., To investigate 
whether this compartmentalization is accompained by I often different 
properties of coding sequences, we have analyzed an~ compared the 
compositional compartments in the dinucleotide f r;quencies and 
amino acid usage of genes divided and pooled according to GC levels 

in third codon positions. In all cases, compartmJnts displayed 

remarkable differences, as is the case in highly co~partmentalized 
genomes, like those of warm~blooded vertebrates. I 

Hector Musto. Secci6n Bioqulmica, Facultad de Ciincias, Tristan 
Narvaja 1674, Montevideo 11200. Uruguay; and Dept9. de Genetica, 

Facultad de Medicina, Montevideo, Uruguay. ! 



TI tic: ACTIVE SITES OF LIGANDS AND THEIR RECEPTORS ARE MADE 
OF COMMON PEPTIDES THAT ARE ALSO FOUND ELSEWHERE 

Authors: Susumu Ohno 

lnstitutlon(:s): BeckmaL Research Institute· of the City of Hope 
1450 f. Duarte Road, Duarte, California 91010-0269 USA 

Abstract: 

The simultaneous emergence in evolution of a ligand 
and its receptor might have ~ntailed their active sites to 
be drawn from the pool of common oligopeptides. This was 
tested on the principal compon~nts of cell-matrix 
interaction: The RGD (Arg-Gly-Asp) site of matrix proteins 
and the EKKD (Glu-Lys-Lys-Asp) site_of the integrin cell 
surface receptor. In the 35 diverse proteins scrutinized 
that totalled 14, 806 residues, there were 104 Arg-Gly 
dipeptides. Most common of the tripeptides beginning with 
Arg-Gly were Arg-Gly-Leu, Arg-Gly-Gly and Arg-Gly-Asp; each 
being found in 10 copies. RGD tripeptide being one of the 
commonest, the fortuitous presence of RGD site was noted 
in a protease, a pituitary hormone and a viral structural 
protein. The 35 proteins also contained 121 Lys-Lys 
dipeptides. Of the tetrapeptides centered by Lys-Lys, the 
commonest was Lys-Lys-Lys-Lys in 4 copies. The second in 
rank were Val-Lys-Lys-Leu and Glu-Lys-Lys-Asp; each in 3 
copies. The fortuitous presence of EKKD site was noted in 
three proteins; an intracellular motor protein, a pituitary 
r.ormone and a protein of the cerebrospinal fluid. In many 
instances, protein-protein interaction between the 
fortuitously present active sites appears to bring about 
deleterious consequences. Occasionally, however, the 
fortuitous active site appears to confer a new function to 
a protein bearing it. 



Tillc: Synonymous and nonsynonymous substitutions in mammalian 
genes and the nearly neutral theory 

Authoa: 
Tomoko Ohta 

lnslitullon(.s ): 
National Institute of Genetics, Mishima 411, Japan 

Abstract: 

In order to test the predictions of the nearly neutral theo
ry, the average and variance of synonymous and nonsynonymous sub
stitutions were examined for the mammalian star phylogenies com
posed of rodentia, artiodaclyla and primates. The sequences of 
49 single copy genes were used. The prediction of the nearly 
neutral theory that the generation-time effect is more pronounced 
for synonymous substitutions than for nonsynonymous substitutions 
holds for the average pattern of 49 genes·, al though there arc 
some notable exceptions. Another important measure for testing 
the nearly neutral theory is the.variation of evolutionary rate. 
The dispersion index, that is the ratio of the variance to the 
mean, tu~ns out to be positively correlated with the average sub
stitution number. Through weighting by the lineage effect, the 
correlation almost disappears for the nonsynonymous substitu
tions, but not quite so for the synonymous substitutions. After 
weighting, the dispersion indices of both synonymous and non
synonymous substitutions are still larger than the value expected 
under the simple Poisson process. The results indicate that both 
the systematic bias in evolutionary rate among the lineages and 
the episodic type of rate variation arc contributing to the large 
variance. The former is more significant to synonymous substi
tutions than to nonsynonymous substitutions. The isochore evo
lution may be similar to the synonymous substitutions. The rate 
and pattern found here are in accord with the nearly neutral 
theory, such that the relative contributions of drift and se
lection differ between the two types of substitutions • 

. ,. 
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Abstract: 
Our group proposed that SINEs are derived from a •strong stop DNN with a primer 

tRNA that is an intermediate in the reverse transcription of certain retroviruses (1). 
This model suggests that a certain group of SINEs may have been generated by 
horizontal transmission (1 ). 

Recently, our group obtained two experimental data which may suggest horizontal 
transmission of SINEs. The first finding is as follows. In the subfamily Coregoninae 
(whitefishes). a new family of SINEs was discovered. Members of this family 
(designated SAW family) are almost identical to those of the Sma I family, that is 
restricted to chum salmon and pink salmon in the subfamily Salmoninae. The 
similarity between these two families is 97%. In contrast, the genetic distance 
deduced from synonymous changes in a growth hormom~ gene of chu~ salmon 
(Salmoninae) and C. lavaretus (Coregoninae) is about 10%. The result suggests that 
the Sma I family may have been generated by horizontal transmission of the SAW 
family, if SINEs have no functions and behave like pseudogenes. 

Second, fourteen members of Hpa I subfamilies that had been specifically amplified 
in particular species were isolated from genomic libraries established for chum 
salmon, kokanee. coho salmon, masu salmon and steelhead. Alignment of the 
sequences of these 14 members. three of which were previously demonstrated to 
have been amplified specifically in certain lineages (2), revealed the presence of five 
subfamilies with particular diagnostic nucleotides. The amplification of members of 
the same subfamily in different salmonid lineages and the amplification of members 
of the different subfamilies in the same salmon id lineage suggest that multiple 
dispersed loci were responsible for amplification. However, these results are also 
interpreted on the asumption that SINEs can be transmitted horizontally between 
species (3). 
(1) Ohshima et al., (1993) Proc. Natl. Acad. Sci. USA 90, 6260-6264. 
(2) Murata et al., (1993) Proc. Natl. Ac3d. Sci. USA 90, 6995-6999. 
(3) Takasaki et al., submitted to PNAS 
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Two mechanieme have been propoeed to explain the long-range 
correlations recently found in nucleotide sequences: 1) 

repetitive patterns and 2) compositional patchiness. Here we 
develop ~ model simulating the expan~ion of a family composed 
of short interspersed repeats within a random sequence of a 

qiven nucleotide composition. A probability for nucleotide 
aubetitution ('lateral' point mutation) is assigned at each 

step. The length of both spacers and repeat-units also have a 

chance to vary during the expansion process. In this way, the 
initial repeat unit is laterally propagated (5' --> 3'), 

incorporating random mutational changes at each step; such 
changes are inherited. by the repeat units from subsequent 
steps. The model proves capable of qenerating repetitive 
sequences with lonq-ranqc correlations, provided the 

appropriate values for the different parameters are aet. In 
addition, it also allows the generation of repetitive 
sequences without compositional patchiness but with 

long-range correlations, thus suggesting that patchiness and 
long-distance correlations may be uncoupled. 
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Abstract: 

The study of genetic variability can he a very powerful tool bolh for a.~scssing the strueturc

functi(in model of gene ~ucnccs and for reconstructing detailed histories of genes and of 

organi~m populations. Tu thiii aim. mitoehondrial DNA has revealed to be a powerful tool 

(Pc.'iolc et al., 1992)_ To unr.1vel the ccncalngical history nr nnr ~P"ri1'.~ and ~tudy the 

•uvl""'ul111 1,~i~ vr mitu-..;humkial potdauk•glcs many sequences ol numan mt UNA have been 

produced, particular! y in lhc hypcrvariablc region of the mt 0-loop. 

Against d1is M;cnariu. the need to generate a mtDNA spcciali::.ed database has proved to he 

compelling. In our laboratory we have con~ructed a spcdali7.ed database of metazoan ml 

sequcnc~ (MmtDB) who~ ~lrUL"turc is described in this poster. We also present the cesulLo; 

obtainc<l analy;rjng the human D-IO<>p sequence dalil from MmtlJH on the! pattern and extent of 

nucleotide variation in varimL~ iudivi\luab belonging to several human population.~. 

Ac.lu1nwl•dg111enC1. 
This work was partially fwaou:d by MURST, IWy, Prugcuo Finalizz.:uo lngcgncria Gcnctica. CNR. llaly 
and l1rug1..1w Fmalizi.aio DinfWKJlogic e IJiostrumcnwjonc, C..NR, l12ly. 
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Pe~le 0., Sbi:;3 E, Prepara&a G and Saccone C. (1992) Th~ evolution of the mitochondrial 
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A vigorous controversy involves the phylogeny of bats. The traditional. majority view holds that 
megabats (Old World Tropical fruit bats) and microbats (cosmopolitan, insectivoious. 
echolocating bats) arc monophyletic. An opposing view, the ''flying primate hypothesis•!, 
maintains t!-tat megabats are closer to primates than they are to microbats and, therefore. that 
mammalian flight evolved twice. The bodies of evidence in favour of the two viewpoints were 
somewhat balanced until 1992. with a host of shared. specialised adaptations in the limbs of 
rnegabats and microbats supporting .. bat monophyly", and an equally impressive set of shared 
.;pecialisati0ns in the brains of megabats and primates supporting "flying primates". The 
availahility of DNA sequences from both kinds of bats tipped the b:ilance of opinion in 1992. Al! 
studies found more shared substitutions in common between megabat and microbat DNA than 
between eirher kind of bat DNA and other mammals. Parsimony analyses showed that 
rnonophyly generally gave a tree with shorter steps. 

Despite the triumphant tone adopted by these DNA studies, there are a number of problerr.s 
that cast doubt on the conclusions reached. Four of the studies used no:-i-coding sequenc~ 
whose alignment was anything but straightforward, particularly when tht:: ~el.ond problem of 
base composition effects is taken into account. The substitutions claimed in support of bat 
monophyly, in all six studies, had a 4:1 bias to AT, the same bias shown by bat DNA. In other 
words the DNA sequencing studies show what has been known for over 20 years; i.e. bat DNA 
has a high AT content. They take us no further in trying to decide whether the AT-rich DNA was 
present in a conunon flying ancestor or whether it was acquired independently by mcgabat DNA 
and microbat DNA. The later possibility is strengthened by the different isochore profiles in the 
two kinds of bats, by the known association between AT-rich DNA and high levels of aerobic 
metabolism. and by the fact that bat moncphyly finds no support from GC substitutions in DNA 
nor from the limited protein sequence data available from bats. 
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Cucumber mosaic cucumovirus (CMV) is a tripartite ss (+) sense RNA 
virus. CMV often harbors a small molecular parasite known as a satellite RNA 
(sat-RNA). Sat-RNAs are completely dependent on their helper virus for 
replication and encapsidation, but do not contribute any essential function to the 
virus. CMV sat-RNAs are small ss RNA molecules that do not encode any 
proteins. They are extremeiy stable, probably due to extensive secondary and 
tertiary structure. Naturally occurring CMV sat-RNAs share a high degree of 
sequence identity, although numerous sequence variants have been found. An 
alignment of over 40 sat-RNA sequences reveals specific areas of hyper
variability. 

Previously, upon serial passage of transcript derived from a cDNA clone of 
the D sat-RNA, pDsat4, with Fny-CMV as helper virus, a specific hypervariable 
region of the sat-RNA accumulated changes rapidly (Kurath and Palukaitis. 1990. 
Virology 176:8-15). In ti'is study we used LS-CMV, and tomato aspermy 
cucumovirus as helper virus~s for passage of pDsat4 transcript. We demonstrate 
that changes in sat-RNA sequences occur at different rates, and in different 
regions, dependent upon the helper virus. Furthermore, we have found that 
different helper viruses exhibit a strong selection pressure for a specific sat-RNA 
in mixed infections. The region of helper-virus selection has been mapped on 
the sat-RNA by using recombinants. Future studies include a genetic analysis of 
the viral sequences responsible for sat-RNA selection. 

··-~~/- .... __________ ..... 
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Abstra(t: 

Glutamine Synthctase (GS). a pivotal eniyme for nitrogen metabolism. is found in at least 
three di.stinct forms. namely the OSI. GS2 and GS3. GSI and GS3 have be.en found ;o-tar 
only in Probryotcs, wheras GS2 is primarily ilSSOl."iar.ed with Euk.aryotes though it is prc.qcnt 
in some Pn>bryulcs. 
ln agreement with our pruviou.s description we show that hoth GS l and US2 enzymes 
l~haV\: as guod molecular clocks evolving al the same rates at the level of the second codon 
position~-
l'he phylogenetic tree of lhe GSl isofonns shows Archacbactcria to be more clo.~ly rclarcd to 
Evbactcria than tn F.ukarynh'.." Thi ... finrlinc i'I: confirmed hy ~ phylogcn'1tic .:m:il)•r:w carried 
ouc on holh large and small subuniL~ of rRNA. Howe~r. differently Crum the rRNA analyses, 
Crenarchacota and Euryarchaeola Archachaceria. as well as the high and low GC gram 
positive ha(.."feria. appear to be polyphyletic. We provide evidence that the observed roiyphyly 
of Archacbactcria might be only apparent. rc.~uhing from a gene duplication event prccrAing 
the split ~tween Archaebacteria and EubaclCria and followed by the retention of unly one 
L~foqn iq lh\t C.ILliinl linca&c~. . 
Our data which ~how Eubactcria mure closely related to Archaehacteria place the root of lhe 
universal tree of lifo in th~ eukaryulic line of descent and arc in agreement wilh the 
cvulutmnary analyse~ ~arrieJ uul on DNA topoi.~omerase II. cilrate synthase, HSP70, 
glutam:...ti: dchydrogena.i;e and 111rgu 11nd small r.1.lNA ~ubuniu. Twn·, ullu:a tvfNlu1;ics with 
Euhacteria or Ard1aeb"'-"1.cria as uutgroups, which are supported hy few other genes. will be 
di~US.'\Cd. 
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HIV-1 and HIV-2 each cause AIDS. They are· members of a subfamily of 

lenthriruses : this subfamily includes several other viruses isolated from non

human primates (SIVs). Phylogenetic analyses of the known primate lentiviruses 

pr~uce 5 major, approximately equidistant, lineages: 

1. HIV-1 plus SIV from chimpanzees. 

2. HIV-2 plus SIV from mangabeys and macaques. 

3. SIV from African green monkeys. 

4. SlV from Syke's monkey. 

5. SIV from mandrill. 
Within lineages 1, 2 and 3, multiple subtypes can be identified. 

In lineage 3, the viruses cluster according to the subspecies of african green 

monkey from which they were isolated, but within lineages 1 and 2, and indeed 

over the primate lentivirus phylogeny as a whole, host and virus relationships 

differ. In addition, a number of viruses have genomes within which different 

regions have different phylogenies. The evolutionary history of these viruses is 

thus mosaic, in terms of host-dependent evolution vs. cross-species transmission 

events, and recomb;.1ation among divergent lineages. 
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Several recent reports have claimed that mutations in 
bacteria and yeast can occur at greatly elevated rates 
specifically when the mutant phenotypes are advantageous. If 
true, these results suggest that favorable mutations can 
spread through populations in proximate response to 
environmental factors rather than solely through natural 
selection, as is widely held. The debate over these results 
has resulted in confusion over tei::minology and issues, but 
may have the salutary effect of .focusing attention on 
heretofore unstudied mechanisms of mutagenesis and on 
evolutionary aspects of mutation. I argue that the evidence 
for •selection-induced mutations,• however, is inconclusive. 
A nwnber of population-level processes and physiological 
effects can contribute to an e-levated rate of recovery of 
favorable mutants in the absence of preferential elevation of 
their rate of occurrence. In the cases that have been re
examined in detail, valid alternatives to selection-induced 
mutation have been identified. The kind of evidence 
necessary to docwnent the occurrence of •selection-induced 
mutation• is discussed. Finally, the adjustment of rates of 
random mutation at specific loci, as an evolutionary 
(ultimate) response to environmental fluctuations, is 
discussed. There is considerable circumstantial evidence for 
such adjustment of mutation rates in pathogenic microbes. 



Containment of retrotransposon copy nwnber in Drosophila: a 
test of a current model. Sniegowski, P. D. and B. 
Charlesworth. Dept. of Ecology and Evolution, University of 
Chicago. 

Abstract: Population studies of the distribution of 
transposable elements (TEs) on the chromosomes of Drosophila 
melanogaster have suggested that their copy nwnber increase 
due to transposition is balanced by some form of natural 
selection. Theory suggests that, as a consequence of 
deleterious ectopic meiotic exchange between TES, selection 
can favor genomes with lower TE copy numbers. This predicts 
that TEs should be less deleterious, and hence more abundant, 
in chromosomal regions in which recombination is reduced. To 
test this, we surveyed the abundance and iocations of 10 
families of TEs in recombination-suppressing chromosomal 
inversions from a natural population. The sample of 49 
chromosomes included multiple inde~endent isolates of seven 
different inversions and a corresponding set of standard 
chromosomes. For all 10 TE families pooled, copy numbers 
were significantly higher overall within low-frequency 
inversions than within corresponding regions of standard 
chromosomes. TEs occupied chromosomal sites at significantly 
higher frequencies within the In(3R)Mo and In(3R)K inversions 
than within the corresponding regions of standard JR 
chromosomes. These results are consistent with the 
predictions of the ectopic exchange model. 
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Abstrad: 
Understanding the current development of molecular 

evolutionary biology, the selectionist-neutralist evolutionary 
controversy is the most crucial issue. Since the advocacy of the 
neutral theory, much criticism has been raised. The major 
criticism has been the gap between prediction and actual 
calculation. The neutral theory predicted the constancy of amino 
acid substitutions by generation, but calculated constancy by the 
year. In order to counter-argue this criticism, Tomoko Ohta 
developed her early version of the nearly neutral theory of 
molecular evolution in 1973. 1 

There has been, however, much confusion about the difference 
between the neutral theory and the nearly neutral theory over the 
last twenty years. Also, several versions of the so-called 
•nearly neutral theory• exist. Conducting a year of research 
with Ors. Ohta and Kimura at the National Institute of Genetics 
and focusing on the development of the nearly neutral theory, I 
have developed a further understanding of the differences between 
Ohta's nearly neutral theory and the original neutral theory, as 
well as of the other versions of the nearly neutral theory. 

My poster will be a sketch on the historical development of 
Ohta's nearly neutral theory: how the theory branched off from 
the original neutral theory, and on its interaction with the 
other theories: where the nearly neutral theory should be placed 
in this controversy. The primary focus of my poster is the 
historical development of Ohta's nearly neutral theory and the 
clarification of its position in the neutralist-selectionist 
controversy. 

"Slightly deleterious mutant substitutions in evolution" in 
Nature 246: 96-98. 
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T:"le ifft.:t o: mutation and selection on the base composition of DNA is dictated by a 
i'l~ t: n•la !hat originatos from the complementary nature of DNA base pairing (Fig. 1). 
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r ·· .. - ,. .. , ,-•. ,. PC· and Pc represent relative frequency of the four nueleotides, where PA + Pr 
·: c- .. , • !',~ 1 , cir1d P = PG +Pc . r 1 to r 12 are individual conversion rates, and U and Vara 
c~ .. • v;; ·- ·· ltt>S o~ y-pair (G/C or C/G) to a-pair (Alf or TIA) and a-pair toy-pair per 
• •u'-.-=-.;. _; .. 't•( t:·ne, ~espectively. Conversion rat-;! is defined as the products of mutation rate 
~;i 1 :•r ·: ~: ;,: . i;v'tl coAfficient (s) as r;- µ;• s;. For neutral nucleotides where S=1, r; in Fig. 1 
~r~ tJ~ rep1a~~ with µ;. 

• Whe.i '10 strand biases exist, the following rules hold under any conversion biases: 
1. f' A= Pr and PG= Pc (parity rule). This rule comes from the fact that, without 

strand biasos, always r1- r2(- a), r3- rs(• b), r4• r10 (• c), r5= r7(= cf). 
rs= rs(= e), and r11 = r12(= ~(Fig. 2). 

; . L'i\Jtations between isopairs (a-pairs c;,r y-pairs) do not affect the Ge-content. 
.1 . .u.; equilibrium, U= r3 + r5 + r7 + r9 , V= r4 + r6 + r8 + r10 , and conversion bias is 

... D = V'( U + VJ. This means that isopair mutations do not affect mutational bias and 
dynamics of m (allopair mutation frequency) and M (cumulative allopair mutations) 
f· rEJ·.1ously defined (Suooka, 1993). 

• ·"it->.·~,·, ::. :r::·-.c1 t:iic.ses exist. the two strands of DNA receive different conversion 
p. ~·;% ·aJ, and as a result the following points become reasonable: 

~ A consi&tent mutational bias between two strands of DNA in a long stretch of 
nucleotides Is unlikely. On the other hand, selective constraints on the sense 
>trand by the difference in tRNA abundance seems real. 

,: ·:onv~~s;on bias between the two strands of DNA is reflected only in the 
~r~q..ie·~cies of the two bases on the sense strand that are involved in the 
.0rwersion, and the parity rule (PA= Pr and PG= Pc) is no longer applicable. 
C.ov:ati')ns from PA= Prand from PG= Pc gt:nerally provide a measure of 
~ ~l~ctive constraints rather than mutational bias between the two strands of DNA. 



F .,..,, t'i ~ .. ~·port of Difference In Directional Mutation Pressure as a Mal<>r 
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?re..-iuusly, I have pointed out that directiona! mutation pressure may be responsible for 
" · d:t .1r<;,1.t ·3C cont&nls of the various domains of chromatids termed as i60Chores (Bern3rdi 
-· ~:. ~ ~(J 1; The proposal wa~ tmsed on the fact that the GC content of the third codon 
po:.::i1.,1 !lu.::ieJtides shows remarkably similar features to lnterspecific variation in bacteria. 
Hv\"tJ'•er. ~ numbor of opposite views have been expressed that consider fundional selection, 
:·, ~.ead '-'~ di1uctional mutation pressure. could plays the major role In multicellular eukaryotes. 
;. ""T1r: .q r • -.p'Jsed functional selections. differential usage of synonymous codons due to the 
'; d\ : r~ -:a.~~u.,dance of isoaccepung tRNA molecules has been the strongest contender 
c.e\.~ . ·;; · .,sn apparent correlation between the codon usage bias and tRNA abundance does 
c. -:t 1 h:~. ~rg1Jrr.ent does not, however, explain the following facts: (i) Dtrectionally biased 
'" • ;: "! 1f Sf!lu!':ymotJs codons in GC content is consistently found in 57 out of 59 multiple 
~!!•'.~': ~-: ~~ns i~ different genes of humans (Sueoka, 1992). (ii) Third codon positions 
:··:i .. ·~~ .::~!/ re!lt:<.1~ directional mutation pressure higher than first and second codon 
(..". : :ti~··~ P! In spite of the wobbling nature of tRNA, usage of synonymous codons are 
:·. 1~l:;~ent;y biased with regard to the overall GC content of each gene in humans as originally 
·~,.y:Jil i.l~· tne analysis of genes of bacteria with extremely high and extremely low GC content 
~-~· ~. Osawa and his collaborators. 

In this to.lk, I will present another supporting evidence of the directional mutation 
~· ·".:· .u:r'1 .1~ playing the major role for intra-specific heterogeneity through the analyses of the 
,:-.,,:''"I·,:,,_,:• ilet-.vean P3's of two- and four-codon amino acids in various multicellular 
'· •· ::: ·y~tdS. 

~- ,. ; Lan;~llular organisms, the breakdown of the parity rule (PA= Pr and/or PG• Pc) is 
... :_:..;.lit/ consistent for each four-codon amino acid in each organism. whereas in 
:.1lJl.ico!lular eukaryotes. the breakdown of the parity rule is generally unique in each 
gene c-r rr.ost likely in the genes in the same isochore of an organism. 

J. :n SJ:'ite of t~e numerous violation of the parity rule among four synonymous codons of 
vanous amino acids, individual genes manifest definite influence of the directional 
mutation pressure when P3 values (GC contents of the third codon letters) of the four· 
codon amino acids are plotted against those of the two-codon amino acids. As a matter 
c.01 !..ict, the regression coefficients are so consistently high (r = 0.81 to 0.94) in different 
ffiu;tk-e!;uar organisms. the results seem to support the idea that the principles of 
dii'f·=t,onal mutation pressure analyses are also applicable to the intraspecific or inter
;;:;ol· ·:or•J l1et'3rogeneity of the base composition of multicellular eukaryotes. 
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Analysis of length distributions of protein sequences, taken from 
Swis-Prot database after thcrough cleaning of the data, reveals 
that eukaryotic sequences show clear preferential sizes of 120-126 
aa reaia~~a aa vell a~ ~~i~~, ~~!~e ~~~ f~J~ tlM~~ thl~ vAi~~· 
Similarly, prokaryotic sequences have preferential lengths 148-156 
r~sidues, as well as about 300 and 450 aa residues. The size of 
DNA that would code the elementary units of about 120 (150) aa, 
i. ~. 1thnnt 400 hf\, r.nrrP,;fV'nl'tc; tn ii.n nrtim~l nNA rinl) rl~•1n·• 

si~e. This suggests that the observed segmented structure of the 
protein sequences reflects an early stage of protein evolution 
when early small genes - DNA rinqs of close-to-optimal size - were 
joined together in various combinations making new genes of larger 
sizes. A strong predicti~n follows from this hypothesis: at the 
ju~ctions betw~en former 9enes-se9ments their initiation triplets 
(methionines in the protein segments) should be found, those which 
survived subsequent mutations. Such preference of methionines to 
positions at multiples of about 120 aa is found indeed. The 
revealed segmented structure of proteins, ~rparently, reflects 
an earl~· sta9e of 9enome evolution transition from disperse 
independent small DNA rinqs, includin9 the protein-codin9 ones, 
through variety of molecular recombinations, to still independent 
larger composite molecules, and eventually to only one (few) 
chromosome(s) of the early genome. The initial invento~y of the 
unit Riia ~~omP-nt.R and tht:ir re::ihuf fling r.oul rl hnvP. hP.P.n ;:, 
powerfool combinatorial source for diversification of the early 
9enc.r.leS. 
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Imprinting is a phenomenon in manmals whereby only one of 
the two alleles of a gene is expressed; the process has 
some similarities to X-inactivation. The expressed copy is 
the maternally-derived allele in some cases and the 
pat.ernal allele in others. A few genes are i.JDprinted in 
some tissues wher~as both copies are expressed in other 
tissues. The mechanism of imprinting is thought to involve 
DNA methylation, which means that the molecular evolution 
of imprinted genes may differ from that of "normal• genes 
due to the presence of signals for imprinting. 

In a survey of the molecular evolution of a large number of 
rodent genes [l] it ~as apparent that some genes had a 
P-xtraordinarily low rate of silent nucleotide substitution. 
One of these genes is !CF-II (insulin-like growth factor 
II), a gene that has been reported to be imprinted in both 
mice and humans. This has prompted a more detailed 
examination of evolutionary rates in imprinted genes. 

[lJ Wolfe KH, Sharp PM (1993) J Mol Evol 37:441-456 
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Abstract: 

A framework is developed for und~rstanding parallel evolution 

at the level of gene in~er~c~ion·network~ ~nd tneir relatton to morpno1o9¥~ 
The rote of·para11el·ch~nges tn quant1tative control"of gene expres~1on· 
;s eli)j)hasized. Three.kinds of·mo1ecula" pathw~ys for p~r~llel·evolutl'Qn 
af'e di.scussed: those dependent· upon tre·nds inherent· 1n genome. structurei 
those in ?art defined by the intervention of·environllJE!ntal 99entSi ar.d· 
these based on.limitations of the spectrum of·realiz~ble phenotypes~ 



Terminal s~ction 

Molecular Enllution is now undt:'rgoing a tn.•nwndous dt:'\•dopment. It 

could, therefort:', be foreseen that the Costa Rk.1 Workshop was going to be a 

success. And, indeed, it was because of the ,,·illingness oi pt:'ople, who are 

supporting diiforent and P\'en vpposite ,·iewpoints, to confront their ideas. The 

setting of th..:- ~1eeting was ideal to aUow such exchanges of ideas and the local 

organizer, Dr. Gabriel Macaya, deserves to be highly congratulated for an 

impeccable organization. 
The participation of a number of young researchers from Latin America and 

their lively participation in the debates was a most positive point af the 

Workshop. 
There is no doubt that another such Workshop could most usefully be held 

again in two year's time. 
An important sequel of the Workshop is a special issue of the journal of 

Molecular Evolution which will gather a number of the papers presented at the 

Workshop and make available to a larger audience many of the ideas that were 

debated there. 



FINANCIAL REPORT 

This is presented in the following two pages. lt deserves the following 

comments. 
1. Living expenses and local transport.ltion. The Costa Rican Company 

"Horizontes" took care, most efficiently, of the hotel accommodations in 

San Jose (2 nights) and in Guanacaste (5 nights) as well as of the 

transportation from Airport to San Jose and back and from San Jcse to 

Guanacaste and back. We paid a total of 50,000 US Dollars to cover all these 

expenses. The Horizontes invoice is higher, 55,1 llUS Dollars because it 

includes single-n"'om supplements which were (for the most part) paid by 

the participants themselves. In three cases (Franc;ois, Eyre-Waiker and West

Eberhard), expenditure was less than 673 US Dollars per person, because 

those people did noy stay for the whole duration of the Meeting. 

2. Travel expenses \Vere paid by check by G. Bernardi. All check copies are 

available. 
3. Organizational expenses were kept at a minimum level. 

4. Ten people onl_\' paid registration fees. Invited speakers and Latin 

American participants did not. 
5. We are looking for some additional money (2500 US Dollars) in order 

to cover the deficit. 



INCOME 

Sloan foundation 

ICGB 

COGENE 
IUBMB 

Springer-Verlag 

Registration fees 

(see attached list) 

Total income 

EXPENDITURES 

25,000 

::J,000 

11,500 

6,000 

2,500 

8,000 

73,000 

Lf:ving expenses and local transportation 50,000 

Travel expenses 19,500 

(see attached list) 

Organizational expenses 6,000 

(mail, fax, telephone, abstract book, 

secretarial expenses) 

Total expenditures 75,500 

BALANCE - 2,500 



Travel expenses Registration fees 

Arbcr g'.)J 
Brcukclman 800 

Bernardi Giacomo 700 Cerff 800 

Bernardi Giorgio 1300 Durct 800 

Britten 200 Hewett-Emmett 800 

Cairns 800 

De Jong 400 
Junakovic 800 

Lanave 800 

Dover 800 Marin 800 
: .? Eyre-Walker -

200 Oliver 800 

Fitch 400 Peso le 800 

Gilbert 1000 Tashian 800 

Gojobori 800 

Goodman 800 Total 8,000 

Graur 200 

Hall 400 

Holmquist 800 

Honeycutt 400 

Ikemura 600 

Kariin 400 

Keynes 800 

Li 200 

Logdson 400 

Musto 800 

Okada 800 

Roossinck 800 

Saccone 400 

Sharp 800 

Sniegowski 400 

Sucoka 800 

Trif onov 1200 

Wolfe 800 

Zuckerkandl 400 

Total 19,500 

' .... 
/,.· 

.,_ .. ' 
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- T~I. 15061 22-20-22 - F•• 15061 55-45-13 
PO Box 1780. 1002 P;iseo de los Estud••nles 

HORIZONTES 
CRED I5T-e·ComRic;i 

c 0 s T A I( I c " 
Lie. ICT No. 61 

Cedul;o Juridic• No. 3-101-062240-31 

EM PRESA: u~rn ~uHJ iOl;S iii nui.W.Ji.lix ti'OUil H!ti 
CONCEPTO: CUNGRESU DE Clt~iiflCOS 

FECHA SERVICIO: } 7/~;/9.j al WW94 .-.o.FAX: 75 

FACTURA No.0003279 
DIA I MES AAO 

29 IHbnl l'i'H 
j 

COOIGO: EY0-424 

CREDITO 
2724 - 3279 

CANTIDAD DETALL:E ' . . . ' . ~ .. · -· -·· ~ .... : . " .. '·· : MON TO 
bt! HiiH 1CI?A.'41ES lliTERllAC ICliALES A ~73 us~ C:/U ! 4S, 7b4.lil 7,r5b,SS5.4B ~ ~ARTICIPAllTES NRtIOfiAltS ~ Sl8 USD C/U s !,554.llD 241,blb.91 ,., 

SlN6lE SUPPLEr.tllJS A 2Bll U5J; C/U s 11,4l!~.ee 99i,141!.i8 
-~ 

l ANTHOtiY fttANCOIS s 377.H SB,::.78.45 l ilDAti E"iRHl.ALKEfi s 564.H 87,335.41 I ftARY JANE NEST-E~ERHitRD s 352.CD 54,SU.21! l GASTC!S ~ITFJi s 181.BI . '· ~ ·,~, ... :~ 15,485.Di .. (· :·.•.:1·· ...... ---=.--:--•nf t • • 
Total t < \i C s~;dr. 18 · · 

---------- ------------------------------------------ ULT!ftA LINEA -------------------------------- --------------------RATE OF EJ:HAH5E : m.a5 

" 
( ftiatlbA~ ~:vUAa 

,.. 

TOTAL > q; 
B,533,938.35 { AG EN TE RECIBIOO CONFORME 

~ ~-

GONDlCIONl~ AL 001150 




